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ABSTRACT

The hyperpallium densocellulare (HD) is an avian cerebral structure, the origin of which remains
unclear and considered to be critical to the understanding of the non-mammalian forebrain evolution. The
main goal of this investigation was to clarify the anatomical characteristics and behavioral implications of
HD, which had been assumed to be a homogeneous unitary entity. This project had three specific aims: 1)
To identify possible subdivisions of HD in terms of cytoarchitecture, Substance P distribution, and
connections based on unpublished (Aim 1a) as well as published data (Aim 1b); 2) To identify the
unknown connections of these subdivisions by using anatomical tract-tracing methods; and 3) To identify
the behavioral implications of these subdivisions by examining the expression of an immediate early gene
EGR-1 (early growth response protein 1) using immunohistochemical methods. Based on the present
study, four subdivisions of HD (rdHD, cdHD, rvHD, and cvHD) were identified in terms of
cytoarchitecture, hodology, and EGR-1 immunoreactivity. In general, the results showed that the dorsal
regions of HD (rdHD and cdHD) are closely connected to each other and involved in networks linking
sensory and limbic functions. The ventral regions of HD (rvHD and cvHD) also have close connections
between them, but also have direct associations with many limbic forebrain structures. In terms of
behavioral implications, the EGR-1 study showed that only one subdivision, rvHD, had significant
changes in EGR-1 immunoreactivity when animals were exposed to live conspecifics. These findings
suggest that this area is uniquely involved in reactions to external stimuli. These results further provide an
important insight on the organization and evolution of the avian forebrain, the cerebrum in particular.

xii

CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION

The hyperpallium densocellulare (HD) is an avian cerebral structure, the origin of which remains
unclear and considered to be critical to the understanding of the non-mammalian forebrain evolution. The
main goal of this investigation was to clarify the anatomical characteristics and behavioral implications of
HD. Specifically, although HD had been assumed to be a homogeneous unitary entity (Figure 1.2), close
examinations in the present study suggest that it is a heterogeneous structure with distinct subdivisions
based on anatomy, Substance P (SP) distribution, and hodology (connections). This dissertation project
had three specific aims.
1) To identify possible subdivisions of HD in terms of cytoarchitecture, SP distribution, and
connections based on unpublished (Aim 1a) as well as published data (Aim 1b).
2) To identify the unknown connections of these subdivisions by using anatomical tract-tracing
methods.
3) To identify the behavioral implications of these subdivisions by examining the expression of an
immediate early gene EGR-1 (early growth response protein 1) using immunohistochemical
methods.

The HD is located between the two major forebrain structures in birds. Dorsal to HD is the Wulst
(Figure 1.1), an elevated bulge situated in the most dorsal portion of the forebrain (Källén, 1953; Karten,
1969; Reiner et al., 2004). The Wulst is regarded as the avian homologue of part of the mammalian
isocortex based on several lines of evidence including ascending projections from thalamic nuclei,
descending projections to the brainstem nuclei, gene expression data, and neurochemistry (Butler, Reiner,
1

& Karten, 2011). Ventral to HD is the dorsal ventricular ridge (DVR, including mesopallium and
nidopallium), a nuclear mass protruding into the lateral ventricle found in birds and reptiles. The
mammalian counterpart of the avian/reptilian DVR is still in debate; some suggest it is part of the
isocortex while others suggest it is part of the claustrum/amygdala complex (Bruce & Neary, 1995;
Smith-Fernandez et al., 1998; Striedter, 1997).

Figure 1.1: Schematic drawing of a transverse section of the left hemisphere of the pigeon forebrain
showing the location of hyperpallium densocellulare (HD) and the surrounding Wulst and dorsal
ventricular ridge (DVR). Abbreviations: HA, hyperpallium apicale; HI, hyperpallium intercalatum; IHA,
hyperpallium apicale, pars interstitialis.

Possible Origin(s) of HD
While some argue that HD has been included as part of the Wulst based primarily based on its
neural connections (Atoji & Wild, 2014; Butler et al., 2011), recent gene expression data suggested that
HD has characteristics similar to the DVR (Jarvis et al., 2013). This has led to a recent controversy over
its origin, nomenclature, and function. To date, a structure corresponding to HD has not yet been
identified in reptiles, nor has a mammalian homologue been suggested.
Traditionally, HD has been included as part of the Wulst (i.e., isocortex) for at least three reasons.
First, like the Wulst, HD receives projections directly from nuclei in the dorsal thalamus. The avian
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counterpart of the lateral geniculate nucleus (also called the nuclei opticus principalis thalami, OPT)
sends visual input to HD, as well as the hyperpallium apicale, pars interstitialis (IHA) in the Wulst
(Karten, Hodos, Nauta, & Revzin, 1973). The avian counterpart of the medial nuclear group, dorsomedial
anterior nucleus (DMA) in particular, also sends its projections to HD and the hyperpallium apicale (HA)
in the Wulst (Karten et al., 1973; Miceli & Repérant, 1985; Montagnese, Mezey, & Csillag, 2003). In
contrast, DVR does not receive any direct projections from the dorsal thalamus. Second, HD has close
reciprocal connections with other regions within the Wulst (Krӧner & Güntürkün, 1999; Shimizu, Cox, &
Karten, 1995). However, the DVR has only limited, if any, connections with the Wulst. Finally, HD and
DVR have very different anatomical connection patterns; for example, the DVR has massive connections
with tectofugal visual and auditory systems (Atoji & Wild, 2009; Atoji & Wild, 2012) whereas HD has
connections with thalamofugal visual (Krӧner & Güntürkün, 1999; Shimizu et al., 1995) and olfactory
systems (Atoji & Wild, 2014; Bingman, Casini, Nocjar, and Jones, 1994). For these reasons, HD has been
considered to be part of the Wulst (i.e., isocortex), and some researchers have even compared HD to a
particular layer of the mammalian cortex.
In contrast to the Wulst hypothesis, other researchers argue that HD is part of the DVR that is
comparable to mammalian thalamorecipient nuclei of the basolateral amygdala, claustrum, and
endopiriform nucleus (Abellán, Menuet, Dehay, Medina, & Retaux, 2009; Medina et al., 2004; Puelles et
al., 2000). Puelles and colleagues (2000) analyzed and compared the development of the inner structure of
the telencephalon of chick and mouse brains through in situ hybridization. They found that the gene
expression of HD, as well as other DVR structures, in the developing chick brain is comparable to that of
ventral pallial derivatives (Tbr-1 and Emx-1) of mouse brains. Furthermore, Jarvis and colleagues (2013)
reported similarities in gene expression between HD and mesopallium in the DVR for the activityregulated cytoskeleton protein (Wada et al., 2006), CADPS2 calcium regulatory protein (Lovell, Clayton,
Replogle, & Mello, 2008), forkhead box P1 (FOXP1, Haesler et al., 2004), several glutamate receptors
(GRIA1, GRIK2, GRIK3 and GRM4; Wada, Sakaguchi, Jarvis, & Hagiwara, 2004), and three dopamine
receptors (D1B, D2 and D3; Kubikova, Wada, & Jarvis, 2010). Based on these data, Jarvis and colleagues
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(2013) proposed to reclassify HD as part of the mesopallium, instead of part of the Wulst, and refer to HD
as the “dorsal mesopallium.”
However, it should be noted that some gene expression patterns of HD were similar to the Wulst
as well (Chen, Winkler, Pfenning, & Jarvis, 2013; Dugas-Ford, Rowell, & Ragsdale, 2012). Dugas-Ford
and colleagues (2012) examined whether parts of the avian telencephalon (including HD) were
homologous to the six-layer mammalian neocortex, using in situ hybridization techniques. In particular,
the layer V output marker, PCP4, was expressed in HD, HA, and hyperpallium intercalatum (HI) whereas
the layer IV input marker, Eag2, was expressed in IHA. They found that layer IV input and layer V output
neurons were conserved across all amniotes while the organization of a six-layer cortex was only
conserved throughout mammalian brain evolution. Chen, Wada, and Jarvis (2012) classified diverse brain
regions by using a radioactive in situ hybridization method to map gene expression, which was further
examined across developmental stages of the zebra finch (Chen et al., 2013). They showed that during
late embryonic development (day 10, 12, and post-hatch day one) HD had similar gene expression to both
the Wulst (PPAPDC1A, phosphatidic acid phosphatase 2 domain containing 1A; SEMA6A, Semaphorin6A) and mesopallium (FOXP1; ROR-β, RAR-related orphan receptor beta). However, during adulthood,
HD and mesopallium only expressed FOXP1, while HA of the Wulst expressed PPAPDC1A and
SEMA6A. ROR-β was only expressed in certain thalamorecipient nuclei (IHA of the Wulst, entopallium,
and Field L) of the adult bird brain (Chen et al., 2013; Nomura, Hattori, & Osumi, 2009). Thus, gene
expression has supplied much detail regarding homologies of avian brain structures, but it should be
noted that across species and developmental stages of the avian brain, gene expression in HD was not
consistent.
As these studies suggest, HD’s evolutionary origin remains unclear. If HD belongs to the Wulst,
the avian dorsal telencephalon can be divided into two distinct groups based on neural circuitries, despite
the dissimilarities in gene expression between HD and the rest of the Wulst. Then, the gene expression of
HD became similar to that of the DVR after HD evolved as part of the Wulst. On the other hand, some
argue that HD is part of the DVR relying on gene expression studies. If so, the connectional similarities
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between HD and the Wulst must have evolved as a distinct event after gene expression patterns of the
DVR were established. Clarifying the evolutionary history of HD can have a significant impact on our
understating of avian cerebrum evolution. However, little is known regarding the anatomical organization
of HD, nor has it been the main focus of a systematic analysis. Consequently, one major issue that needs
to be addressed is its possible heterogeneity. Many previous studies developed hypotheses on HD based
on the assumption that HD is a unitary homogeneous entity. As described below, a detailed analysis of
past studies suggests that HD may not be a unitary structure. The present study aimed to investigate this
important issue.

Figure 1.2: Schematic drawings of six transverse sections of HD based on the pigeon brain atlas (Karten & Hodos, 1967) illustrating HD as
a unitary, homogenous structure. Abbreviations: Bas, nucleus basorostralis pallii; CPP, cortex prepiriformis; E, entopallium; FA, tractus
fronto-arcopallialis; HP, hippocampus; LaM, lamina mesopallialis; LFM, lamina frontalis suprema; LFS, lamina frontalis superior; LSt,
striatum laterale; MFV, mesopallium frontoventrale; MIVl, mesopallium intermedioventrale, pars lateralis; MIVm, mesopallium
intermedioventrale, pars medialis; MSt, striatum mediale; N, nidopallium; NFL, nidopallium frontale, pars lateralis; NFM, nidopallium
frontale, pars medialis; NIL, nidopallium intermedium, pars lateralis; NIM, nidopallium intermedium, pars medialis; OB, olfactory bulb; V,
ventriculus lateralis; VO, ventriculus olfactorius. Scale bars equal 1mm.
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Background of Specific Aim 1: Anatomical Subdivisions of HD
While several anatomical studies of the Wulst had presented data in terms of HD’s
cytoarchitecture, neurochemical characteristics, and connections, no clear subdivisions were well
established. For example, Watanabe, Ito, and Masai (1983) studied the cytoarchitecture of the visual
Wulst (including HD) in Japanese quail using Golgi staining techniques. They reported that HD was
cytoarchitechtonically homogeneous and that most cells in HD were small stellate neurons that had short
dendrites with sparse dendritic spines. Shimizu and Karten (1990) studied the cytoarchitecture of the
Wulst (including HD) in pigeon (Columba livia) using immunohistochemical methods. They reported that
HD had a high density of cells (63.3 x 103 cells/mm³) of variable size (6-19 µm in diameter), but did not
describe differences in the distribution of these cells within HD (Shimizu & Karten, 1990).
Some researchers have either identified specific subdivisions, or described differentiations, within
HD in texts or figures. Shimizu and Karten (1990) reported differential distribution patterns of several
neurochemicals between dorsolateral and ventromedial HD. Immunohistochemical methods were
employed with antibodies against SP, gamma-aminobutyric acid A (GABAA) receptor, neurotensin,
leucine-enkephalin, and cholecystokinin. Differences between the dorsolateral and ventromedial regions
of HD were reported, such as SP-positive neurons observed in ventromedial but not dorsolateral HD.
Veenman, Albin, Richfield, and Reiner (1994) showed differences in HD in terms of the distributions
patterns of gamma-aminobutyric acid receptors (GABAA, GABAB, and benzodiazepine). They reported a
higher density of GABAB receptors in the lateral region of caudal HD, and but no differences in the
distribution of GABAA receptors. Within intermediate regions of HD, the distribution of benzodiazepine
receptors ranged from moderately to very densely labeled, whereas rostral and caudal regions of HD were
both densely labeled (Veenman et al., 1994). Yamamoto and Reiner (2005) showed variations in the
distribution of the limbic system associated membrane protein (LAMP) in the pigeon HD. They found
higher levels of LAMP-immunolabeling in the medial portion of rostral HD than the lateral portion.
Caudal regions of HD showed high intensity of LAMP immunolabeling.
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Alternative methods to immunohistochemistry have been used to study the neurochemical
characteristics of the Wulst (including HD). Herold, Palomero-Gallagher, Güntürkün, and Zilles (2012)
used autoradiography methods to visualize ³H-8-OHDPAT, a radioactive ligand that selectively binds to
the Serotonin 5HT1A receptor. From this, they found a greater density of 5HT1A receptors in the ventral
portion of rostral HD then the rest of HD. Islam and Atoji (2008) used in situ hybridization and
autoradiography to identify the distribution of an AMPA-type glutamate receptor (GluR1) and the
vesicular glutamate transporter 2 in the pigeon. Both were highly expressed throughout HD, but no
subdivisions were mentioned. Atoji and Wild (2004) located regions of kainate glutamate receptors in
caudal HD following injections of kainic acid injections into the lateral ventricle of the pigeon. Neuronal
loss was evident throughout the caudal regions of HD, as well as a small region in rostral HD near the
ventricle. Although these studies indicate the possible differentiations and subdivisions of HD, there had
been no systematic analysis to compare these data.

Background of Specific Aim 2: Connections of HD Subdivisions
The possibility of subdivisions in HD could also be supported by connection data. The goal of the
second aim of the current study is to investigate the connections of HD subdivisions and clarify the
topographical organization of connections between the dorsal thalamus and the telencephalon.
HD is known to have connections with many forebrain structures, including dorsal thalamus,
Wulst, dorsal pallium, hippocampal formation, septum, striatum, amygdala, hypothalamus, and olfactory
system. Some researchers found no clear evidence of subdivisions within HD based on connections. For
example, Casini, Bingman, and Bagnoli (1986) first identified reciprocal connections between the Wulst
and the hippocampal formation, following the injections of two different tracers, wheat germ agglutininconjugated horseradish peroxidase (WGA-HRP) and ³H-proline with WGA-HRP. These researchers
reported that the hippocampus had connections with the entire HD. Krӧner and Güntürkün (1999)
observed projections from HD to the Wulst (HA) following a retrograde-tracer injection into HA.
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Anterogradely labeled fibers were also found in HD following injections of anterograde tracers into HA.
They did not report any obvious differentiations within HD.
In contrast, there were other studies that showed differential connections within HD; but they did
not elaborate the presence of subdivisions. Furthermore, anatomical terms to identify various locations
within HD were not consistently or systematically chosen among different authors. Therefore, the same
terms (e.g., medial, ventral HD) may not accurately describe the identical areas.
As for the dorsal thalamic connections, Karten, Hodos, Nauta, and Revzin (1973) used silver
staining methods to identify two ascending pathways from the dorsal thalamus that terminated in two
separate regions of HD. The lateral regions of HD received projections from the somatic OPT, whereas
the medial regions of HD received projections from the limbic nucleus, DMA. The results were
confirmed by Miceli and Repérant (1985), who showed projections from the medial dorsal thalamus to
medial HD and connections from the lateral thalamus to lateral HD.
Regarding the connections with the Wulst and other dorsal pallial regions such as CDL (the
corticoid area dorsolateralis), Shimizu et al. (1995) reported differences between lateral and medial HD
following an injection Cholera Toxin Subunit b (CTb) into HA. Retrogradely labeled cells were reported
throughout the lateral regions of HD, with less labeled cells in the medial regions of HD. These
researchers also reported anterogradely labeled fibers in the lateral portion of rostral HD and NFL (the
fronto-lateral portion of the nidopallium), following an injection of Phaseolus vulgaris leukoagglutinin
(PHA-L) into HA. Connections between HD and CDL, a possible avian homologue of the mammalian
cingulate cortex, were also included in this investigation. These results revealed connections between the
caudal portion of HD and CDL. Atoji and Wild (2005) also showed connections between caudal HD and
CDL. In some cases, CTb-labeled cells were found in rostral HD following an injection into a caudal
region of CDL. Additionally, anterogradely labeled fibers were also reported in rostral HD following an
injection of a biotinylated dextran amine (BDA) into CDL.
As for connections with the hippocampus and septum, the dorsolateral and dorsomedial regions
of the hippocampal formation (DL-HP and DM-HP, respectively) showed variation in the patterns of
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connections with HD. In caudal sections of HD, there was evidence of many reciprocal connections with
DL-HP, whereas DM-HP had reciprocal connections restricted to the ventral portion of caudal HD (Atoji
& Wild, 2004). DM-HP was found to send projections to rostral and medial regions of HD. Additionally,
Atoji and Wild, (2004) reported that CTb injections into the medial septum (SM) resulted in retrogradely
labeled neurons near the ventricle and the rostral-most portion of HD. Results of BDA injections showed
SM projections course rostrally and medially toward the lateral ventricle and medial striatum (MSt),
before reaching the rostral regions of HD.
Regarding connections with the striatum, Husband and Shimizu (2011) observed reciprocal
connections between medial regions of HD and the nucleus accumbens, following injections of either
BDA or CTb. Veenman, Wild, and Reiner (1995) used a variety of tracers, including Fluoro-Gold and
Fast Blue, to identify connections between the HD and the striatum of the pigeon. The results showed
retrogradely labeled cells in the medial portion of HD following a Fluoro-Gold injection into medial MSt.
Conversely, labeled cells were reported in medial and lateral HD following an injection of Fast Blue into
the olfactory tubercle. These authors suggested that the medial region of HD could be the source of limbic
projections to the striatum, whereas the lateral region of HD could be the source of somatic projections.
Other limbic structures, such as the amygdala and hypothalamus, were found to have connections
with rostral HD. Atoji, Saito, and Wild (2006) identified reciprocal connections between the rostral
regions of HD and the compact division of the posterior pallial amygdala (PoAc), a possible homologue
of the central nucleus of the amygdala in mammals. The rostral two-thirds of HD also receive ascending
projections from one region of the hypothalamus, the nucleus mamillaris lateralis (ML). Berk and Hawkin
(1985) injected WGA-HRP and ³H-leucine into ML and discovered these projections.
Several structures of the olfactory system have connections with HD, predominantly in the rostral
and medial regions. Bingman and colleagues (1994) showed reciprocal connections between the piriform
cortex (CPi) and rostral regions of HD. CPi was found to send fewer projections to caudal HD. Atoji and
Wild (2014) recently showed that the rostral region of HD had reciprocal connections with the olfactory
bulb and prepirifom cortex (CPP). Additionally, CPP sends numerous projections to caudal regions of
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HD. Collectively, these studies revealed vast connections between HD and several structures of the
forebrain. However, there had been no systematic analysis to compare these data, nor had HD been the
focus of a neuroanatomical connection study.

Background of Specific Aim 3: Behavioral Implications of HD Subdivisions
The behavioral implication of HD had not been studied extensively. A few studies suggested that
HD plays a role in the facilitation of visual imprinting via its connections with the thalamus and visual
Wulst (Nakamori, Kato, Sakagami, Tanaka, & Ohki-Hamazaki, 2017; Nakamori, Maekawa, Sato,
Tanaka, & Ohki-Hamazaki, 2013; Nakamori et al., 2010). The visual Wulst, HA in particular, showed
increased neuronal activation based on the expression of an immediate early gene zenk in response to
certain visual stimuli (Patton, Husband, & Shimizu, 2009). The goal of the third aim of this dissertation
was to identify behavioral implications of HD’s subdivisions by analyzing the expression of the
immediate early gene EGR-1 (early growth response protein 1) using immunohistochemical methods.
The HD has been studied for its involvement in imprinting learning behavior of precocial
hatchlings, such as chicks and ducklings. It is known that the region called the intermediate medial
mesopallium (IMM) in the DVR plays an important role in imprinting learning in these birds (Horn,
McCabe, & Bateson, 1979; McCabe, Horn, & Bateson, 1981). In domestic chicks, Nakamori and
colleagues (2010) showed that HD has a close connection with IMM during the imprinting process. In
particular, glutamatergic neurons in the rostral portion of HD project to the caudal portion of HD, which
in turn projects to IMM. This neural circuitry from rostral HD to caudal HD to IMM was further
supported using in vivo optical recordings during the training of visual stimuli as well as gene expression
data showing the existence of NMDA receptors within HD (Nakamori et al., 2013).
In adult pigeons, research focusing on the behavioral implication of HD has been limited. Many
lesion studies have been conducted regarding the behavioral effects in birds following the destruction of
primary structures in visual and olfactory systems. To date, no lesion experiments have been conducted
that would provide a direct connection between HD and observable behavioral differences. Implied
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functional significance of HD has been derived mostly from immediate early gene activity of visual and
limbic systems during species recognition (Patton et al., 2009) and homing behavior (Patzke, Manns,
Güntürkün, Ioalè, & Gagliardo, 2010; Shimizu, Bowers, Budzynski, Kahn, & Bingman, 2004).
Two of the most discussed immediate early genes in avian brain research are zenk and c-fos. The
immediate early gene zenk (the avian homologue of zif268, egr-1, NGIF-A, and krox24) has been used
frequently in avian studies to investigate the relation of brain regions to specific behaviors (Feenders et
al., 2008; Patton et al., 2009). The expression of the immediate early gene egr-1 in response to
behaviorally-relevant stimuli has been evolutionarily conserved across vertebrates (Burmeister & Fernald,
2005). The protein product of egr-1 induction, EGR-1, acts as an endogenous neuromarker of cellular
activity and is therefore extremely beneficial in the visualization and mapping of the vertebrate brain
(Chaudhuri, 1997; Tischmeyer & Grimm, 1999). Similarly, the immediate early gene c-fos, a protooncogene, is useful for visualization of the rapid effect of stimuli at a cellular level (Morgan & Curran,
1991). Transcriptional activation of c-fos begins within five minutes of neuronal firing and lasts for 15-20
minutes (Flavell & Greenberg, 2008), whereas EGR-1 has been recently studied in stimuli-exposure
durations of as long as 45-60 minutes (Patton, Uysal, Kellogg, & Shimizu, 2017).
Patton and colleagues (2017) showed that differences in neuronal activity in response to specific
environmental stimuli could be visualized in the adult pigeon brain using immunohistochemical methods
and an antibody against EGR-1. Immediate early gene expression, including EGR-1, in adult birds has
been heavily documented (Clayton, 2000; Mayer, Watanabe, & Bischof, 2010; Patzke et al., 2010;
Shimizu et al., 2004), but HD has not been studied specifically. The third aim of the current study was to
identify the behavioral implications of HD’s subdivisions, in relation to behaviorally-relevant stimuli. In
order to specify possible behavioral implications of these subdivisions, I used conspecific stimuli to
trigger EGR-1 expression in HD. Previous literature had established the induction of immediate early
genes in response to conspecific stimuli in the telencephalon of pigeons, zebra finches, and canaries
(Bailey, Rosebush, & Wade, 2002; Ball & Balthazart, 2001; Leitner, Voigt, Metzdorf, & Catchpole,
2005; Patton et al, 2009).
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CHAPTER TWO:
METHODS

Aim 1. Anatomical Analysis of HD Subdivisions
In order to identify possible subdivisions within HD, published data from the Shimizu lab and
other labs were systematically analyzed in terms of cytoarchitecture, SP distribution, and connections.
Data from published figures and photos were projected onto standardized transverse templates (see
Introduction, Figure 1.2) to determine if subdivisions exist in HD and what characteristics varied across
these subdivisions. Additionally, six cases of unpublished data were available in the Shimizu lab for
further investigation of HD’s cytoarchitecture and distribution of the neuropeptide SP. Shimizu & Karten
(1990) had suggested possible differentiations in SP-immunoreactivity within HD, i.e., labeled SPpositive cell bodies were found in rostral HD whereas densely labeled SP-immunoreactive neuropil
appeared in medial HD. A detailed analysis of these anatomical differences had not been performed prior
to the current study. Data from unpublished cases were systematically collected and analyzed based on
the standardized templates.

Aim 1a: Cytoarchitecture and Substance P Distribution (Analysis of Unpublished Data)

Subjects. For analysis of unpublished cytoarchitectural and chemical data, brain tissues of six
adult pigeons (Columba livia) in the Shimizu lab were included. All pigeons were individually housed, in
a temperature- and humidity-controlled room maintained on a 12:12 hour-light:dark cycle. Subjects were
given free access to food and water. All procedures were performed in accordance with the Institutional
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Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of California San Diego and guidelines of the National
Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.
Histology (conducted at UCSD). Each subject was deeply anesthetized with an overdose
Ketamine (40 mg/kg) and Xylazine (20 mg/kg), and then euthanized by transcardial perfusion with a
0.9% phosphate buffered saline solution followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer
(PB) at pH 7.4. Each brain was harvested and fixed for six to 12 hours at 4°C and then stored in a
cryoprotectant solution of 30% sucrose in PB for 24 hours. Brains were frozen and cut in 40μm transverse
sections on a sliding freezing microtome. Every fifth section was mounted directly on slides and then
stained with Cresyl Violet (Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO) to visualize major nuclear groups and fiber
tracts. Other tissues were processed using immunohistochemistry to visualize immunoreactivity of SP.
Immunohistochemistry (conducted at UCSD). For visualization of SP, the tissues were washed
three times for ten minutes in PB and then incubated overnight at 4°C in a primary antibody solution of
rat antiserum against SP (Accurate Chemical & Scientific Corporation, Westbury, NY) and 0.3% Triton
PB. Tissues were then washed three times for ten minutes in PB and then incubated in a secondary
antibody solution of biotinylated rabbit anti-rat (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and 0.3% Triton
PB at room temperature for one hour. These tissues were then processed in the avidin-biotin reagent
(ABC Elite Kit, PK-100; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and reacted with 0.025% 3,3’diaminobenzidine (DAB, Sigma-Aldrich) and hydrogen peroxide. The tissues were then washed three
times for ten minutes in PB before being mounted on slides. All slides were dehydrated with an ethanol
series, cleared with Citrisolv (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ) and then coverslipped with Permount
(Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ). Tissue controls were also performed on tissues not incubated with the
primary antibody.
Data Analysis (conducted at USF). Brain sections were examined using a macroscope (Wild
M420 or Nikon SMZ 1500) and a microscope (Nikon Microphot FX). SP-immunoreactive tissues as well
as tissue sections stained with cresyl violet (also referred to as Nissl stained tissues in this text) were used
to evaluate the morphology of HD, identify boundaries within and surrounding HD (e.g., LFS, LFM), and
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examine the cell density within HD. The results were either photographed or recorded through camera
lucida drawings. Photographs of digital images were acquired using CCD/digital cameras (Spot Insight
QE) mounted on either macro- or microscopes. Digital images and camera lucida drawings were uploaded
into a graphics software (Canvas X; ACD Systems, Miami, FL) as either color or black and white images.

Aim 1b: Hodology of HD Subdivisions (Analysis of Published Data)
To study the connections of HD subdivisions, anterograde and retrograde connection data from
16 publications were systematically analyzed. All connection data of HD shown in figures and
photographs of published studies (see Table 1) were projected onto standardized transverse templates (see
Appendix) to identify possible subdivisions of HD and further understand HD connections.

Table 1: Table shows published connection studies included in the analysis of HD subdivisions.
Publication Title

Authors
Karten, H. J., Hodos, W., Nauta, W., &
Revzin, A. M.

Year
1973

Miceli, D., & Repérant, J.

1985

Berk, M. L., & Hawkin, R. F.

1985

Casini, G., Bingman, V. P., & Bagnoli, P.

1986

Bingman, V. P., Casini, G., Nocjar, C., &
Jones, T.-J.

1994

Veenman, C. L., Wild, J. M., & Reiner, A.

1995

7 Intratelencephalic Projections of the Visual Wulst in Pigeons (Columba livia )

Shimizu, T., Cox, K., & Karten, H. J.

1995

8 Evidence for a Possible Avian Dorsal Thalamic Region Comparable to the Mammalian

Medina, L., Veenman, C. L., & Reiner, A.

1997

Kröner, S., & Güntürkün, O.

1999

Atoji, Y., & Wild, M. J.

2004

Husband, S. A.

2004

Atoji, Y., & Wild, M. J.

2005

Atoji, Y., Saito, S., & Wild, M. J.

2006

Husband, S. A., & Shimizu, T.

2011

15 Telencephalic organization of the olfactory system in homing pigeons (Columba livia )

Patzke, N. Manns, M., & Güntürkün, O.

2011

16 Efferent and Afferent Connections of the Olfactory Bulb and Prepiriform cortex in the

Atoji, Y., & Wild, M. J.

2014

1 Neural Connections of the "Visual Wulst" of the Avian Telencephalon. Experimental Studies

in the Pigeon (Columba livia ) and Owl (Speotyto cunicularia )
2 Telencephalic afferent projections from the diencephalon and brainstem in the pigeon. A

retrograde multi-label fluorescent study
3 Ascending Projections of the Mammillary Region in the Pigeon: Emphasis on Telencephalic

Connections
4 Connections of them Pigeon Dorsomedial Forebrain Studied With WGA-HRP and ³H-

Proline
5 Connections of the Piriform Cortex in Homing Pigeons (Columba livia ) Studied with Fast

Blue and WGA-HRP
6 Organization of the Avian “Corticostriatal” Projection System: A Retrograde and

Anterograde Pathway Tracing Study in Pigeons

Ventral Anterior, Ventral Lateral, and Oral Ventroposterolateral Nuclei
9 Afferent and Efferent Connections of the Caudolateral Neostriatum in the Pigeon (Columba

livia ): A Retro- and Anterograde Pathway Tracing Study
10 Fiber connections of the hippocampal formation and septum and subdivisions of the

hippocampal formation in the pigeon as revealed by tract tracing and kainic acid lesions
11 Anatomy and function of the nucleus accumbens in the pigeon (Columba livia ). Graduate

Theses and Dissertations.
12 Afferent and efferent connections of the dorsolateral corticoid area and a comparison with

connections of the temporo-parieto-occipital area in the pigeon (Columba livia )
13 Fiber connections of the compact division of the posterior pallial amygdala and lateral part of

the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis in the pigeon (Columba livia )
14 Calcium-binding protein distributions and fiber connections of the nucleus accumbens in the

pigeon (Columba livia )

Pigeon (Columba livia )
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Aim 2: Tract-Tracing Experiments
Neuroanatomical tract-tracing experiments were conducted to investigate afferent and efferent
connections of HD subdivisions. These connections included pathways between HD subdivisions as well
as connections between these subdivisions and dorsal thalamic nuclei.

Subjects
Nine adult pigeons (Columba livia) were employed in tract-tracing experiments. All pigeons were
individually housed, in a temperature- and humidity-controlled room maintained on a 12:12 hourlight:dark cycle. Subjects were given free access to food and water. All surgical procedures were
performed in accordance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of
South Florida and guidelines of the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals. All efforts were made to minimize any possible discomfort to the animals.
Tracer Injections
Twelve hours prior to surgery each subject was food-deprived but allowed access to water. Each
subject was anesthetized via intramuscular injection of Ketamine (40 mg/kg) and Xylazine (10 mg/kg).
Once sedated, the subject had its feathers trimmed around the ears and top of head. The subject was then
placed in a stereotaxic apparatus (David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA). Injection site coordinates of
HD and each region of dorsal thalamus were set according to the pigeon brain atlas (Karten & Hodos,
1967). Once the head was secured in the apparatus, an incision of three centimeters was made at the
midline of the skull. A small area of the skull (4 mm in diameter) was removed using a dental drill. For
each injection, a glass micropipette (tip diameter 20-30 μm) was attached to the stereotaxic apparatus,
centered over the skull opening, and then lowered to the appropriate depth. The trajectory of each pipette
passed immediately dorsal to the target injection site. The targeted injections sites were three locations in
the forebrain, including HD, OPT, or DMA. Each subject received either unilateral or bilateral injections
to examine the ipsilateral and contralateral connections of each target site. Following the injection, the
opening of the skull was packed in sterile bone wax, and the skin closed using stainless steel staples and
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surgical glue (3M Vetbond). Each subject was then wrapped in a warm towel and placed on a warm-water
circulation heating pad. Once the subject was able to maintain balance and exhibited purposeful
movement, the bird was returned to the vivarium.
For anterograde tracing, either Phaseolus vulgaris leucoagglutinin (PHA-L, Vector Laboratories,
Burlingame, CA) or biotinylated dextran amine, 10,000 molecular weight (BDA 10K MW; No. 1956,
Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) was iontophoretically injected into either HD, OPT, or DMA by applying
a current of 1-4.5 μA for 6-15 minutes on a 7 second on/off cycle (Veenman, Reiner, & Honig, 1992). For
retrograde tracing, a low salt formulation of Cholera Toxin Subunit b (CTb; No. 104, List Biological
Laboratories, Campbell, CA) was applied via iontophoretic injection (Ericson & Blomqvist, 1988). Target
coordinates were: rostral HD (A 13.00, L 3.00, V 12.00 or A 11.50, L 2.80, V 11.70); caudal HD (A
11.00, L 3.00, V 12.30 or A 10.25, L 2.80, V 12.8); OPT (A 6.50, L 3.00, V 7.20), and DMA (A 6.50, L
0.75, V 8.00). Additionally, control injections were made in regions adjacent to the target sites.
Histology
Following a survival time of seven days, each subject was deeply anesthetized with an overdose
of Ketamine (40 mg/kg) and Xylazine (20 mg/kg), and then euthanized by transcardial perfusion with a
0.9% phosphate buffered saline solution followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M PB at pH 7.4. Each
brain was harvested and fixed for six to 12 hours at 4°C and then stored in a cryoprotectant solution of
30% sucrose in PB for 24 hours. Brains were frozen and cut in 40 μm transverse sections on a sliding
freezing microtome. Every fifth section was mounted directly on slides and then stained with Cresyl
Violet (Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO) to visualize major nuclear groups and fiber tracts. Other tissues
were processed using immunohistochemistry to visualize anatomical connections.
Immunohistochemistry
For visualization of PHA-L, the tissues were washed three times for ten minutes in PB and then
incubated overnight at 4°C in a primary antibody solution of rabbit antiserum against PHA-L (Vector
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and 0.3% Triton PB. Tissues were washed three times for ten minutes in
PB and then incubated in a secondary antibody solution of biotinylated goat anti-rabbit (Vector
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Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and 0.3% Triton PB at room temperature for one hour. These tissues were
processed in the avidin-biotin reagent (ABC Elite Kit, PK-100; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA)
and reacted with DAB and hydrogen peroxide. The tissues were washed three times for ten minutes in PB
before being mounted on slides.
For visualization of CTb, the tissues were washed three times for ten minutes in PB and then
incubated overnight at 4°C in a primary antibody solution of goat antiserum against CTb (List Biological
Laboratories, Campbell, CA) and 0.3% Triton PB. Tissues were washed three times for ten minutes in PB
and then incubated in a secondary antibody solution of biotinylated rabbit anti-goat (Vector Laboratories,
Burlingame, CA) and 0.3% Triton PB at room temperature for one hour. These tissues were processed in
the avidin-biotin reagent (ABC Elite Kit, PK-100; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and reacted
with DAB and hydrogen peroxide. The tissues were then washed three times for ten minutes in PB before
being mounted on slides.
For visualization of BDA, the tissues were washed three times for ten minutes in PB and then
incubated in an avidin-biotin reagent (ABC Elite Kit, PK-100; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) for
one hour and then reacted in a solution of 0.025% DAB and hydrogen peroxide. The tissues were then
washed three times for ten minutes in PB before being mounted on slides.
For visualization of BDA and CTb within the same sections, tissues were first washed three times
for ten minutes in PB and then incubated in an avidin-biotin reagent (ABC Elite Kit, PK-100; Vector
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) for one hour and then reacted in a solution of 0.025% DAB + 0.025%
nickel ammonium sulfate (Sigma-Aldrich) and hydrogen peroxide. The tissues were then washed three
times for ten minutes in PB before being processed for CTb (following the same procedures described
above).
All slides were dehydrated with an ethanol series, cleared with Citrisolv (Fisher Scientific, Fair
Lawn, N.J.) and then coverslipped with Permount (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, N.J.). Tissue controls
were performed on brains not injected with PHA-L, BDA or CTb as well as tissues not incubated with the
primary antibodies.
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Data Analysis
Brain sections were examined using a macroscope (Wild M420 and Nikon SMZ 1500) and a
microscope (Nikon Microphot FX). The boundaries of the injection sites were determined by the presence
of dense neuronal labeling. Evidence of anterograde transport was recognized by distinctly labeled fibers
and axon terminals while evidence of retrograde transport was recognized by CTb-immunoreactive cell
bodies. The results were either be photographed or recorded through camera lucida drawings.
Photographs of digital images were acquired using CCD/digital cameras (Spot Insight QE) mounted on
either macro- or microscopes. Digital images and camera lucida drawings were uploaded into a graphics
software (Canvas X; ACD Systems, Miami, FL) as either color or black and white images.

Aim 3: Analysis of an Immediate Early Gene (EGR-1) in HD Subdivisions
To examine the behavioral implications of HD subdivisions, the expression of an immediate early
gene EGR-1 was detected using immunohistochemical methods and quantitatively analyzed in the brain
tissues of ten adult pigeons. Some birds were exposed to a live conspecific (n=5), which had been shown
to activate certain brain regions, while others were presented with no stimulus (n=5).

Subjects
Ten adult pigeons (Columba livia) were used to examine the immediate early gene activity. All
pigeons were individually housed, in a temperature- and humidity-controlled room maintained on a 12:12
hour-light:dark cycle. In order to maximize the effect of stimulus exposure, a visual barrier was placed
between the subjects and the conspecific (live stimulus) prior to the experiment. Subjects were given free
access to food and water. All procedures were performed in accordance with the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee at the University of South Florida and guidelines of the National Institutes of
Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. All efforts were made to minimize any
possible discomfort to the animals.
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Stimulus Exposure
Each subject was brought to the lab behavior room and placed in a behavioral chamber (36" x 36"
x 24") that had a small transparent window (24" x 17.5" x 21") on one of the chamber walls. The subject
was allowed 30 minutes to habituate to the chamber. A live conspecific (stimulus) in a cage was then
placed in front of the window. Both animals remained in the room for 60 minutes.
Histology
Immediately after the 60-minute stimulus exposure, each subject was deeply anesthetized with an
overdose of Ketamine (40 mg/kg) and Xylazine (20 mg/kg), and then euthanized by transcardial perfusion
with a 0.9% phosphate buffered saline solution followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M PB at pH 7.4.
Each brain was harvested and fixed for six to 12 hours at 4°C and then stored in a cryoprotectant solution
of 30% sucrose in PB for 24 hours. Brains were frozen and cut in 40 μm transverse sections on a sliding
freezing microtome. Every fifth section was mounted directly on slides and then stained with Cresyl
Violet (Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO) to visualize major nuclear groups and fiber tracts. Other tissues
were processed using immunohistochemistry to visualize immunoreactivity of an immediate early gene
EGR-1.
Immunohistochemistry
For visualization of EGR-1, the tissues were washed three times for ten minutes in PB and then
incubated overnight at 4°C in a primary antibody solution of rabbit antiserum against EGR-1 (#sc-189,
Egr-1 (c-19); Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.) and 0.3% Triton PB. Tissues were then washed three times
for ten minutes in PB and then incubated in a secondary antibody solution of biotinylated goat anti-rabbit
(Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and 0.3% Triton PB at room temperature for one hour. These
tissues were then processed in the avidin-biotin reagent (ABC Elite Kit, PK-100; Vector Laboratories,
Burlingame, CA) and reacted with 0.025% DAB and hydrogen peroxide. The tissues were then washed
three times for ten minutes in PB before being mounted on slides. All slides were dehydrated with an
ethanol series, cleared with Citrisolv (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ) and then coverslipped with
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Permount (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ). Tissue controls were also performed on tissues not incubated
with the primary antibody.
Data Analysis
Brain sections were examined using a macroscope (Wild M420 or Nikon SMZ 1500) and a
microscope (Nikon Microphot FX). Evidence of EGR-1 was recognized by distinctly labeled EGR-1
immunoreactive cell bodies. For the quantitative analysis of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells within HD
subdivisions, twelve representative regions (250 x 250 µm squares, 0.0625mm2) were selected based on
the template described in Aim 1 results (Figure 3.26). The twelve regions (shown below, Figure 2.1)
included one dorsal and one ventral location within each of the six transverse sections of the template. In
rostral HD (A 14.00, A 13.00, and A 12.00) the dorsal regions measured were centered directly ventral of
the vallecula. In caudal HD (A 11.00, A 10.00, and A 9.00), the dorsal regions measured were centered
between LFS and LFM within the lateral region cdHD. Ventral regions of rostral and caudal HD were
measured in line with the dorsal peak of HA. Placement of these regions was verified in adjacent sections
stained with cresyl violet.
The results were either photographed or recorded through camera lucida drawings. Photographs
of digital images were acquired using CCD/digital cameras (Spot Insight QE) mounted on either macroor microscopes. Digital images and camera lucida drawings were uploaded into a graphics software
(Canvas X; ACD Systems, Miami, FL) as either color or black and white images. Within each of the
previously described regions, EGR-1 labeled cells were counted by hand by at least two independent
researchers (including the author and two trained undergraduate research assistants), to establish interrater reliability of the final cell counts. To avoid inconsistency in the quantification of EGR-1 labeled
cells, identical judgement was used in regards to variations in staining intensity between samples.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic drawings of six transverse sections used to quantitatively analyze EGR-1
immunoreactivity in HD. In each transverse section, two boxes representative of ventral and dorsal HD
subdivisions (250µm x 250µm, or 0.0625mm²) were placed and EGR-1 labeled cells were counted within
these regions. Scale bars represent 1 mm.
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CHAPTER THREE:
RESULTS

Aim 1: Anatomical Analysis of HD Subdivisions

Aim 1a: Cytoarchitechtonical and Substance P Analysis of HD Subdivisions
The HD’s overall morphology and subdivisions were systematically analyzed based on
cytoarchitecture and neurochemical distribution of SP in six cases (TOR-73R, TOR-77L, TOR-78L,
TOR-89L, TOR-93L, and TOR-97L). For each case, six transverse sections per brain with a 1mm interval
were selected based on the standardized template shown in the introduction (Figure 1.2). Thus, six
sections of Nissl stained tissues and six sections of SP-immunoreactive tissues were analyzed and
compared for each brain to identify anatomical boundaries. Prior to the current study, the anatomical
references defining the morphology and location of HD were limited to the lamina frontalis superior
(LFS) and lamina frontalis suprema (LFM). The LFS is easily visualized in Nissl stained tissues. Thus,
fibers of LFS begin at the dorsal edge of the lateral ventricle and then veer dorsolaterally toward the
vallecula, providing an excellent border between HD and mesopallium. The LFM, the lamina between
HD and HI, was not as easily visualized in Nissl stained tissues because of its thinness. Moreover, the
medial and lateral borders of HD were also less obvious in Nissl stained tissues. On the other hand, the
distribution of SP-labeled cell bodies and neuropil was robust and thus contrasted with Nissl stained
tissues to distinguish HD from HI, HA, and HL.
Based on the analysis of Nissl stained tissues, four subdivisions were identified in HD: rostraldorsal HD (rdHD), rostral-ventral HD (rvHD), caudal-dorsal HD (cdHD), and caudal-ventral HD (cvHD)
(Figure 3.25). In rostral sections of HD (~A 14.25 to A 11.50), a slight spatial separation between the
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dorsal and ventral regions of HD could be seen in some sections of Nissl stained tissues. The dorsal and
ventral regions of the rostral HD, however, appeared equally dense. In caudal sections (~A 11.50 to A
8.25), the ventral region of HD appeared to have more densely packed neurons than the dorsal region.
Additionally, a slight spatial gap between the dorsal and ventral regions of HD could be seen in most
caudal sections of Nissl stained tissues. Individual cases of Nissl stained tissues are shown below (Figures
3.1 – 3.12). It should be noted that borders between these subdivisions were not always apparent.
Changes in cell density were often gradual.
The analysis of the distribution of SP-immunoreactivity provided a consistent outline of HD’s
morphology across its rostro-caudal extent. In rostral sections where the olfactory bulb can still be seen, a
few SP-labeled cells in the ventral region of HD present a sufficient contrast to distinguish rvHD from
rdHD, HI, and mesopallium where no SP-positive cells were present. This rvHD region of SPimmunoreactive cell bodies can be seen in A 14.00 (Figures 3.13, 3.15, 3.22, and 3.24) and A 13.00
(Figures 3.13 and 3.17). For more caudal sections, the SP-rich zone of ventromedial HA defined the
medial extent of ventral HD in sections A 12.00, A 11.00 and A 10.00 (Figures 3.13 - 3.24). This SP-rich
zone gradually shifted laterally across caudal sections, thus facilitating the identification of the dorsal and
lateral borders of all sections in caudal HD. Individual cases of SP-immunoreactive tissues are shown
below (Figures 3.13 – 3.24). Throughout caudal HD, SP-positive neuropil were almost evenly distributed.
There was no clear differentiation between the dorsal and ventral portions based on SP-immunoreactivity.
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Individual Cases of Cytoarchitechtonical Analysis of HD Subdivisions.

Figure 3.1: Camera lucida drawings of case TOR-73R utilize a dotted line to show the approximate
border between the two subdivisions of rostral HD (rdHD and rvHD). Microphotographs of the tissues
stained with cresyl violet are shown adjacent to drawings containing boxes that correspond to these
regions and reveal a higher density of cells in the ventral region than in the dorsal region.
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Figure 3.2: Camera lucida drawings of case TOR-73R utilize a dotted line to show the approximate
border between the two subdivisions of caudal HD (cdHD and cvHD). Microphotographs of the tissues
stained with cresyl violet are shown adjacent to drawings containing boxes that correspond to these
regions and reveal a higher density of cells in the ventral region than in the dorsal region.
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Figure 3.3: Camera lucida drawings of case TOR-77L utilize a dotted line to show the approximate
border between the two subdivisions of rostral HD (rdHD and rvHD). Microphotographs of the tissues
stained with cresyl violet are shown adjacent to drawings containing boxes that correspond to these
regions and reveal a higher density of cells in the ventral region than in the dorsal region.
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Figure 3.4: Camera lucida drawings of case TOR-77L utilize a dotted line to show the approximate
border between the two subdivisions of caudal HD (cdHD and cvHD). Microphotographs of the tissues
stained with cresyl violet are shown adjacent to drawings containing boxes that correspond to these
regions and reveal a higher density of cells in the ventral region than in the dorsal region.
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Figure 3.5: Camera lucida drawings of case TOR-78L utilize a dotted line to show the approximate
border between the two subdivisions of rostral HD (rdHD and rvHD). Microphotographs of the tissues
stained with cresyl violet are shown adjacent to drawings containing boxes that correspond to these
regions and reveal a higher density of cells in the ventral region than in the dorsal region.
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Figure 3.6: Camera lucida drawings of case TOR-78L utilize a dotted line to show the approximate
border between the two subdivisions of caudal HD (cdHD and cvHD). Microphotographs of the tissues
stained with cresyl violet are shown adjacent to drawings containing boxes that correspond to these
regions and reveal a higher density of cells in the ventral region than in the dorsal region.
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Figure 3.7: Camera lucida drawings of case TOR-89L utilize a dotted line to show the approximate
border between the two subdivisions of rostral HD (rdHD and rvHD). Microphotographs of the tissues
stained with cresyl violet are shown adjacent to drawings containing boxes that correspond to these
regions and reveal a higher density of cells in the ventral region than in the dorsal region.
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Figure 3.8: Camera lucida drawings of case TOR-89L utilize a dotted line to show the approximate
border between the two subdivisions of caudal HD (cdHD and cvHD). Microphotographs of the tissues
stained with cresyl violet are shown adjacent to drawings containing boxes that correspond to these
regions and reveal a higher density of cells in the ventral region than in the dorsal region.
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Figure 3.9: Camera lucida drawings of case TOR-93L utilize a dotted line to show the approximate
border between the two subdivisions of rostral HD (rdHD and rvHD). Microphotographs of the tissues
stained with cresyl violet are shown adjacent to drawings containing boxes that correspond to these
regions and reveal a higher density of cells in the ventral region than in the dorsal region.
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Figure 3.10: Camera lucida drawings of case TOR-93L utilize a dotted line to show the approximate
border between the two subdivisions of caudal HD (cdHD and cvHD). Microphotographs of the tissues
stained with cresyl violet are shown adjacent to drawings containing boxes that correspond to these
regions and reveal a higher density of cells in the ventral region than in the dorsal region.
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Figure 3.11: Camera lucida drawings of case TOR-97L utilize a dotted line to show the approximate
border between the two subdivisions of rostral HD (rdHD and rvHD). Microphotographs of the tissues
stained with cresyl violet are shown adjacent to drawings containing boxes that correspond to these
regions and reveal a higher density of cells in the ventral region than in the dorsal region.
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Figure 3.12: Camera lucida drawings of case TOR-97L utilize a dotted line to show the approximate
border between the two subdivisions of caudal HD (cdHD and cvHD). Microphotographs of the tissues
stained with cresyl violet are shown adjacent to drawings containing boxes that correspond to these
regions and reveal a higher density of cells in the ventral region than in the dorsal region.
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Individual Cases of Substance P Analysis of HD Subdivisions.

Figure 3.13: Schematic drawings of case TOR-73R illustrate three sections of HD rostral subdivisions
(rdHD and rvHD). Microphotographs adjacent to these schematics correspond to the indicated boxed
regions and show little to no SP-immunoreactive cell bodies or neuropil in rostral HD as compared to the
SP-rich region of ventromedial HA (indicated by a black arrow).
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Figure 3.14: Schematic drawings of case TOR-73R illustrate three caudal sections of HD subdivisions
(cdHD and cvHD). Microphotographs adjacent to these schematics correspond to the indicated boxed
regions and show a moderate level of SP-immunoreactive neuropil in caudal HD compared to the SP-rich
regions of ventromedial and dorsolateral HA (indicated by black arrows).
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Figure 3.15: Schematic drawings of case TOR-77L illustrate three sections of HD rostral subdivisions
(rdHD and rvHD). Microphotographs adjacent to these schematics correspond to the indicated boxed
regions and show little to no SP-immunoreactive cell bodies or neuropil in rostral HD as compared to the
SP-rich region of ventromedial HA (indicated by a black arrow).
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Figure 3.16: Schematic drawings of case TOR-77L illustrate three caudal sections of HD subdivisions
(cdHD and cvHD). Microphotographs adjacent to these schematics correspond to the indicated boxed
regions and show a moderate level of SP-immunoreactive neuropil in caudal HD compared to the SP-rich
regions of ventromedial and dorsolateral HA (indicated by black arrows).
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Figure 3.17: Schematic drawings of case TOR-78L illustrate three sections of HD rostral subdivisions
(rdHD and rvHD). Microphotographs adjacent to these schematics correspond to the indicated boxed
regions and show little to no SP-immunoreactive cell bodies or neuropil in rostral HD as compared to the
SP-rich region of ventromedial HA (indicated by a black arrow).
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Figure 3.18: Schematic drawings of case TOR-78L illustrate three caudal sections of HD subdivisions
(cdHD and cvHD). Microphotographs adjacent to these schematics correspond to the indicated boxed
regions and show a moderate level of SP-immunoreactive neuropil in caudal HD compared to the SP-rich
regions of ventromedial and dorsolateral HA (indicated by black arrows).
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Figure 3.19: Schematic drawings of case TOR-89L illustrate three sections of HD rostral subdivisions
(rdHD and rvHD). Microphotographs adjacent to these schematics correspond to the indicated boxed
regions and show little to no SP-immunoreactive cell bodies or neuropil in rostral HD as compared to the
SP-rich region of ventromedial HA (indicated by a black arrow).
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Figure 3.20: Schematic drawings of case TOR-89L illustrate three caudal sections of HD subdivisions
(cdHD and cvHD). Microphotographs adjacent to these schematics correspond to the indicated boxed
regions and show a moderate level of SP-immunoreactive neuropil in caudal HD compared to the SP-rich
regions of ventromedial and dorsolateral HA (indicated by black arrows).
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Figure 3.21: Schematic drawings of case TOR-93L illustrate three sections of HD rostral subdivisions
(rdHD and rvHD). Microphotographs adjacent to these schematics correspond to the indicated boxed
regions and show little to no SP-immunoreactive cell bodies or neuropil in rostral HD as compared to the
SP-rich region of ventromedial HA (indicated by a black arrow).
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Figure 3.22: Schematic drawings of case TOR-93L illustrate three caudal sections of HD subdivisions
(cdHD and cvHD). Microphotographs adjacent to these schematics correspond to the indicated boxed
regions and show a moderate level of SP-immunoreactive neuropil in caudal HD compared to the SP-rich
regions of ventromedial and dorsolateral HA (indicated by black arrows).
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Figure 3.23: Schematic drawings of case TOR-97L illustrate three sections of HD rostral subdivisions
(rdHD and rvHD). Microphotographs adjacent to these schematics correspond to the indicated boxed
regions and show little to no SP-immunoreactive cell bodies or neuropil in rostral HD as compared to the
SP-rich region of ventromedial HA (indicated by a black arrow).
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Figure 3.24: Schematic drawings of case TOR-97L illustrate three caudal sections of HD subdivisions
(cdHD and cvHD). Microphotographs adjacent to these schematics correspond to the indicated boxed
regions and show a moderate level of SP-immunoreactive neuropil in caudal HD compared to the SP-rich
regions of ventromedial and dorsolateral HA (indicated by black arrows).
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Figure 3.25: Schematic drawings of six transverse sections illustrating the subdivisions of HD based on
the cytoarchitechtonical and Substance P analysis of Aim 1a. Scale bars equal 1mm.
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Aim 1b: Hodological Analysis of HD Subdivisions
The analysis of published data of afferent and efferent projections of HD revealed differences in
patterns of connectivity in terms of subdivisions discussed above. Detailed connection patterns of each
subdivision (rdHD, cdHD, rvHD, cvHD) have been described below. Appendix A includes Figures A1 –
A19, which show the data of published studies transposed onto a standardized template (see also Methods
section, Table 1).
Hodology of rdHD.
Thalamic Projections to rdHD. The rdHD received somatic information from the OPT of the
dorsal thalamus. Karten and colleagues (1973) discovered these projections using silver staining
techniques. Their study showed that fibers leave OPT and travel dorsally into the ipsilateral telencephalon
and then course rostrally via the lateral forebrain bundle to the lateral portion of the visual Wulst.
According to the standardized templates, the fibers either terminate in rdHD or travel on to IHA.
Similarly, contralateral projections appear to terminate in rdHD. These ascending projections from dorsal
thalamus to HD were confirmed using retrograde tracers (Miceli & Repérant, 1985). In particular, after
Fast Blue was injected into the area corresponding to rdHD at approximately A 13.00, the highest density
of retrogradely labeled cells in the nucleus dorsolateralis anterior thalami, pars lateralis (DLL) of OPT, as
well as nucleus dorsolateralis anterior thalami, pars medialis (DLM).
Connections Between rdHD and the Wulst (HA). Two studies showed that anterogradely labeled
fibers were observed in the portion corresponding to rdHD following PHA-L injections into HA (Shimizu
et al., 1995; Krӧner & Güntürkün, 1999). These studies confirmed the connections using retrograde
injections into HA. Numerous CTb-labeled cell bodies were seen in rdHD, following injections into
rostral-ventral (Krӧner & Güntürkün, 1995) and rostral-dorsal (Shimizu et al., 1995) HA.
Connections Between rdHD and the Olfactory System. The rdHD has reciprocal connections with
CPP and CPi, but not directly with the olfactory bulb. Atoji and Wild (2014) showed many BDA-labeled
fibers and CTb-labeled cell bodies in rdHD following injections into CPP. Bingman and colleagues
reported many anterogradely labeled fibers in rdHD after WGA-HRP injections into CPi (Bingman et al.,
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1994). Retrogradely labeled cells were observed in rdHD until A 12.00 following CTb injections into CPi
(Patzke, Manns, and Güntürkün, 2011). A few connections have been found between the medial striatum
and rdHD according to Veenman et al. (1995), who showed that a retrograde tracer Fluro-Gold into the
olfactory tubercle in the medial striatum resulted in labeled cells in rdHD.
Connections Between rdHD and the Limbic System. The rdHD has connections with some limbic
structures, including ML of the hypothalamus, the hippocampal formation, and CDL. Berk and Hawkin
(1985) reported ascending projections from ML to the rostral regions of HD, possibly including both rd
and rv divisions. Some fibers continued past rdHD and fanned out into HL. The results of Atoji and Wild
(2004) showed that rdHD received some projections from the medial region of the hippocampus whereas
very few projections originated from the lateral region of hippocampus. The rdHD has many reciprocal
connections with CDL. Atoji and Wild (2005) observed many anterogradely labeled fibers in rdHD
following a BDA injection into a caudal location of CDL (A 4.75). However, retrograde injections into
rostral CDL resulted in many CTb-labeled cell bodies in rdHD, suggesting that rdHD sends projections to
rostral CDL and receives projections from caudal CDL (Atoji & Wild, 2005).
Hodology of cdHD.
Thalamic Projections to cdHD. The cdHD has similar connections to rdHD especially in regard
to projections from the somatic dorsal thalamus based on silver staining techniques. Figures by Karten
and colleagues (1973) showed some differentiations between the regions corresponding to rdHD and
cdHD although these authors did not elaborate them in the text. Most importantly, the intensity of
anterograde-labeling (silver staining) was slightly less dense in cdHD (~A10.50) than rdHD (~A 12.00).
Medina, Veenman, and Reiner (1997) confirmed the ascending projections from dorsal thalamus to cdHD
by injecting Fluoro-Gold into the caudal Wulst (including cdHD) at approximately A 11.50 (shown in a
published figure; see Appendix A, Figure A1). These results showed many retrogradely labeled cells in
DLL and DLM.
Connections Between cdHD and the Wulst (HA). Previous studies showed that HA received many
projections from cdHD. Krӧner and Güntürkün (1999) observed CTb-labeled cells in cdHD following a
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large injection into caudal-ventral HA. Shimizu et al. (1995) injected CTb into rostral-dorsal regions of
HA and showed many retrogradely labeled cells in cdHD. A few labeled cells were observed in cdHD
posterior to A 10.50 (Shimizu et al., 1995).
Connections Between cdHD and the Olfactory System. Atoji and Wild (2014) showed that cdHD
received many projections from CPP of the olfactory system. A few anterogradely labeled fibers were
found in cdHD after WGA-HRP was injected into CPi (Bingman et al., 1994). However, neither CPP nor
CPi appeared to receive projections from cdHD (Atoji & Wild, 2014; Patzke et al., 2011).
Connections Between cdHD and the Limbic System. Analyses of the published results showed
that cdHD had connections with some limbic structures including the hypothalamus, hippocampal
formation, and CDL. The cdHD received ascending projections from ML of the hypothalamus (Berk &
Hawkin, 1985). These connections were observed until approximately A 10.00. The cdHD sent major
projections to the lateral regions of the hippocampal formation and CDL of the dorsal pallium. Atoji and
Wild (2004) found many retrogradely labeled cell bodies and anterogradely labeled fibers in the area
corresponding to cdHD following tracer injections into DL-HP. Injections of BDA into CDL also showed
that cdHD received a few projections from CDL. However, many retrogradely labeled cells were
observed in cdHD following CTb injections into either rostral or caudal regions of CDL (Atoji & Wild,
2005). More CTb-labeled cells were observed in cdHD than other HD subdivisions after injections into
CDL.
Hodology of rvHD.
Thalamic Projections to rvHD. Ascending fibers from a limbic thalamic nucleus, DMA, were
also discovered using silver staining techniques by Karten et al. (1973). The study showed that these
fibers first coursed ventrally from DMA to ventral and medial portions of the lateral forebrain bundle
before traveling rostrally toward the olfactory tubercle and MSt (Karten et al., 1973). Fibers then passed
through the fronto-medial region of the nidopallium before terminating in rvHD and the medial Wulst
(Karten et al., 1973). Miceli and Repérant (1985) confirmed these connections by injecting Fast Blue into
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medial regions of the rostral Wulst (including rvHD). They reported many retrogradely labeled cell
bodies observed in several dorsal thalamic nuclei, including DMA and DLM.
Connections Between rvHD and the Wulst (HA). The analyses of the published studies show that
rvHD had connections with both rostral and caudal HA. Krӧner and Güntürkün (1999) reported
connections between rostral HA and HD. Their figures indicate that a band of CTb-labeled cell bodies
were observed along the middle of rvHD after injections in the rostral HA. They also showed BDA
labeled terminations as well as passing fibers in rvHD following injections into rostral HA. Retrogradely
labeled cell bodies were also found in rvHD following a CTb injection in a more caudal region of HA
(Shimizu et al., 1995). These labeled cell bodies were situated close to LFM within rvHD.
Connections Between rvHD and the Olfactory System. The rvHD is the only subdivision that
receives direct olfactory input. Figures of Atoji and Wild (2014) showed that the area corresponding to
rvHD received ipsilateral projections from the olfactory bulb via its medial and lateral olfactory streams.
Additionally, many retrogradely labeled cells were found in rvHD after CTb injections into the olfactory
bulb, suggesting the connections between rvHD and the olfactory bulb were reciprocal. In addition,
results showed that rvHD had reciprocal connections with other olfactory structures (CPP and CPi).
Figures by Atoji and Wild (2014) showed that rvHD had reciprocal connections with CPP using BDA and
CTb injections (Atoji & Wild, 2014). Bingman and colleagues also found reciprocal connections between
CPi and rvHD using WGA-HRP and Fast Blue tracers. Many retrogradely labeled cell bodies were also
found in rvHD following Fast Blue injections into the olfactory tubercle (Veenman et al., 1995).
Connections Between rvHD and the Limbic System. The rvHD is the only subdivision that has
reciprocal connections with SM (Atoji & Wild, 2004). Additionally, rvHD has reciprocal connections
with several other limbic structures including the hippocampus, amygdala, and the nucleus accumbens.
Figures by Casini, Bingman, and Bagnoli (1986) showed anterogradely labeled passing fibers and
terminations in the area corresponding to rvHD following tracer injections into the area
parahippocampalis (APH). A moderate amount of BDA-labeled fibers were scattered throughout rvHD,
along with rdHD, after injections into DM-HP whereas few to no anterogradely labeled fibers were found
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in rvHD or rdHD following tracer injections into the DL-HP (Atoji & Wild, 2004). A few CTb-labeled
neurons were observed in rvHD, but not rdHD, following CTb injections into DL-HP and DM-HP (Atoji
& Wild, 2004). The results also showed that rvHD sent projections to the compact division of the nucleus
posterioris amygdalopalli (PoAc) of the amygdala (Atoji et al., 2006), which in turn gave rise to a
projection to rvHD. Veenman et al. (1995) showed retrogradely labeled cells in rvHD following large
injections of Fluoro-Gold into MSt. Reciprocal connections were shown between MSt (including the
nucleus accumbens) using BDA and CTb tracers (Husband & Shimizu, 2011).
Hodology of cvHD.
Thalamic Projections to cvHD. The cvHD has similar connections to rvHD as both received
projections from the dorsal limbic thalamus. The ascending projections from DMA were described by
Karten et al., (1973), whose figures showed numerous silver stained (anterogradely labeled) fibers and
terminations in the regions including both cvHD and rvHD.
Connections Between cvHD and the Wulst (HA). The results of Krӧner and Güntürkün (1999)
showed reciprocal connections between cvHD and HA following a large injection of CTb and BDA into
caudal HA. Shimizu and colleagues (1995) reported retrogradely labeled cell bodies in cvHD following
CTb injections into smaller, dorsal regions of HA.
Connections Between cvHD and the Olfactory System. The cvHD receives projections from CPP
and CPi of the olfactory system, but not from the olfactory bulb itself. Many anterogradely labeled fibers
were found in cvHD following a BDA injection into CPP (Atoji & Wild, 2014) or a WGA-HRP injection
into CPi (Bingman et al., 1994). Although the results of Bingman et al. (1994) suggest cvHD sent back
projections to CPi, Patze and colleagues (2011) showed no labeled cell bodies in cvHD after CTb
injections into CPi.
Connections Between cvHD and the Limbic System. The cvHD receives projections from several
structures associated with the limbic system: ML of the hypothalamus (Berk & Hawkin, 1985),
hippocampal formation, nucleus accumbens, and CDL. Anterogradely labeled fibers were found in cvHD
following WGA-HRP injections into ML (Berk & Hawkin, 1985). Casini and colleagues (1986) showed
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projections from the hippocampal formation to cvHD. Comparable findings were found using tracttracing and immunohistochemical methods. Atoji and Wild (2004) injected BDA and CTb into lateral and
medial regions of the hippocampal formation, DL-HP and DM-HP. Reciprocal connections were found
between cvHD and DM-HP. On the other hand, very few connections were reported between cvHD and
DL-HP. Husband and Shimizu (2011) showed reciprocal connections between the nucleus accumbens and
cvHD following BDA and CTb injections into various regions of the medial MSt. Atoji and Wild (2005)
showed anterogradely labeled fibers in cvHD along LFS after injecting BDA into rostral and caudal
regions of CDL. CTb-labeled cells were also observed in cvHD along LFS after injections into caudal
CDL. A few retrogradely labeled cells were found in cvHD after injections into rostral CDL (Atoji &
Wild, 2004).
In summary, this analysis revealed overall differences in connection patterns of the four HD
subdivisions. Dorsal subdivisions had predominant connections with somatic structures (OPT, HA) while
ventral subdivisions had predominant connections with limbic structures (DMA, MSt, and amygdala).
Differences were also found between rostral and caudal regions of HD. The rostral subdivisions showed
major connections with the olfactory system whilst the caudal subdivisions were found to send major
projections to dorsal pallial structures, including the hippocampal formation and CDL. All subdivisions
were found to receive projections from ML of the hypothalamus and CPP. However, rvHD was the only
subdivision that had connections with the olfactory bulb and SM.
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Aim 2: Tract-Tracing Experiments
Anterograde Tracer Injection into rdHD: Case TOR-78L.
An injection site of the anterograde tracer, PHA-L, was centered in rdHD (Figure 3.26).
Anterogradely labeled fibers were found in rostral (Figure 3.27) and caudal (Figure 3.28) sections of HD.
In rostral HD, where the olfactory bulb can still be seen (A 14.00), PHA-L immunoreactive fibers were
predominantly concentrated near the vallecula and appeared to course into the rdHD, hyperpallium
laterale (HL) and HA (Figure 3.29A). A few scattered fibers were also seen in HI, but not rvHD. Posterior
to the injection site, a dense plexus of PHA-L immunoreactive fibers with terminal-like specializations
spanned across the dorsal region of rostral HD (Figure 3.29B) and continued ventromedially into rvHD
(A 11.50; Figure 3.27). In caudal regions of HD, labeled fibers and terminal-like specializations were
observed in cdHD (Figure 3.29C) until approximately A 9.00. Fewer labeled fibers were observed in
cvHD in close proximity with LFM (Figures 3.29C and D).

Figure 3.26: A camera lucida drawing of case TOR-78L shows the location of an iontophoretic PHA-L
injection into a dorsal region of rostral HD and HL. The injection site is indicated by the dark grey shaded
area while additional spread of the tracer is indicated by light grey shading. Abbreviations: Va, vallecula;
HL, hyperpallium laterale. Scale bar equals 1 mm.
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Figure 3.27: Schematic drawings of rostral HD indicate regions of PHA-L immunoreactive fibers
(diagonal lines) following an iontophoretic injection into a dorsal region of rostral HD (case TOR-78L).
Scale bars equal 1 mm.
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Figure 3.28: Schematic drawings of caudal HD indicate regions of PHA-L immunoreactive fibers
(diagonal lines) following an iontophoretic injection into a dorsal region of rostral HD (case TOR-78L).
Scale bars equal 1 mm.
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Figure 3.29: Microphotographs of PHA-L immunoreactive fibers in rostral HD (A and B) and caudal HD
(C and D) following an iontophoretic injection of the anterograde tracer into a dorsal region of rostral HD
(case TOR-78L). Scale bars equal 500 µm.
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Anterograde Tracer Injection into cdHD: Case TOR-93L.
An injection site of the anterograde tracer, PHA-L, was centered in cdHD (Figure 3.30). Some
leakage occurred over LFM into the hyperpallium intercalatum (HI) and along the injection track into
HA. From the injection site, fibers appeared to spread either dorsolaterally toward the vallecula or
ventromedially toward the ventricle, i.e., fibers did not appear to travel toward LFM or HI. PHA-L
immunoreactive fibers were found anterior of the injection site in rostral HD (Figure 3.31, Figures 3.33C
and D). Less labeled fibers were found in HD in more anterior sections (Figures 3.33A and B). In caudal
HD (Figure 3.32), a dense region of PHA-L immunoreactive fibers was observed across cdHD (Figure
3.34A), while fewer labeled fibers were found coursing into cvHD (Figure 3.34B). Labeled fibers in HD
continued caudally until approximately A 9.50 (Figure 3.34C) where more fibers were observed in cvHD
than cdHD (Figure 3.34D).

Figure 3.30: A camera lucida drawing of case TOR-93L shows the location of an iontophoretic injection
of PHA-L into a dorsal region of caudal HD. The injection site is indicated by the dark grey shaded area
while additional spread of the tracer is indicated by light grey shading. Scale bar equals 1 mm.
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Figure 3.31: Camera lucida drawings of rostral HD illustrate PHA-L immunoreactive fibers (indicated by
diagonal lines) following an iontophoretic injection into a dorsal region of caudal HD (case TOR-93L).
Labeled fibers found in NFL were most likely the result of leakage into IHA/HA. Scale bars equal 1 mm.
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Figure 3.32: Schematic drawings of caudal HD show the distribution of PHA-L immunoreactive fibers
(indicated by diagonal lines) following an iontophoretic injection into a dorsal region of caudal HD (case
TOR-93L). Labeled fibers found in HA and HI may also be the result of tracer leakage into IHA/HA near
the injection site. Scale bars equal 1 mm.
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Figure 3.33: Microphotographs show the distribution of PHA-L immunoreactive fibers found in rostral
HD and HL (A and C) following an iontophoretic injection of the anterograde tracer into a dorsal region
of caudal HD (case TOR-93L). Higher magnification photos show few anterogradely labeled fibers found
in HD at A 14.00 (B), while numerous fibers were found in HD at A 13.00 (D). Scale bars equal 500 µm.
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Figure 3.34: Microphotographs show the distribution of PHA-L immunoreactive fibers found in caudal
HD following an iontophoretic injection of the anterograde tracer into a dorsal region of caudal HD (case
TOR-93L). Posterior of the injection site, labeled fibers were found throughout caudal HD, and few to no
fibers were seen in HL (A). These labeled fibers appeared most dense in the dorsal portion of caudal HD
but also spread into the ventral HD. A high magnification photo (B) shows the ventromedial corner of HD
in the section shown in A. Labeled fibers were found in HD until approximately A 9.00. However, the
pattern of immunoreactivity shifted ventromedially with less labeled fibers appearing in the dorsal region
of HD than in ventral HD (C and D). Scale bars equal 500 µm (A and C) and 250 µm (B and D).
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Anterograde Tracer Injection into rvHD: Case TOR-77R
An injection site of the anterograde tracer, PHA-L, was centered in rvHD (Figure 3.35). Some
leakage occurred over LFS into mesopallium frontoventrale (MFV), as well as a small region in IHA/HA
along the injection track. Results of this injection showed PHA-L immunoreactive fibers traveling away
from the injection site in either ventral or dorsal directions, parallel to LFS. Anterior of the injection site,
a rostral section of HD (Figure 3.36) showed labeled fibers with varicosities coursing through rostral HD
(Figures 3.37A). These labeled fibers extended medially toward the lateral ventricle and laterally to the
dorsal edge of rdHD (Figure 3.37B). No fibers were found in HL or HI. In caudal HD, a few PHA-L
immunoreactive fibers were found dorsal of LFS in cvHD (Figures 3.37C and D), while a moderate
number of labeled fibers were present in the medial region of mesopallium intermedioventrale (MIV) and
HA. No PHA-L immunoreactive fibers were seen along LFM in cdHD.

Figure 3.35: A camera lucida drawing of case TOR-77R shows the location of an iontophoretic PHA-L
injection into a ventral region of rostral HD. The injection site is indicated by the dark grey shaded area
while additional spread of the tracer is indicated by light grey shading. Scale bar equals 1 mm.
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Figure 3.36: Schematic drawings of rostral (A 13.75) and caudal (A 9.50) HD indicate regions of PHA-L
immunoreactive fibers (diagonal lines) found in HD and HA following an iontophoretic injection into a
ventral region of rostral HD (case TOR-77R). Scale bars equal 1 mm.
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Figure 3.37: Microphotographs of PHA-L immunoreactive fibers in rostral (A and B) and caudal HD (C
and D) following an iontophoretic injection of the anterograde tracer into a ventral region of rostral HD
(case TOR-77R). A higher magnification photo (B) shows anterogradely labeled fibers and varicosities in
the ventral region of rostral HD. A higher magnification photo of caudal HD (D) shows anterogradely
labeled fibers in the ventral region of HD and the empty region of dorsal HD. Scale bars equal 500 µm (A
and C) and 250 µm (B and D).
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Anterograde Tracer Injection into cvHD: Case TOR-89R
An injection site of the anterograde tracer, PHA-L, was centered in cvHD (Figure 3.38). Some
leakage occurred into cdHD along the injection site track, as well as over LFS and LFM, into MIV and HI
respectively. In rostral HD, PHA-L immunoreactive fibers were found throughout rdHD (Figure 3.39) and
rvHD (Figure 3.40A) until approximately A 12.50. These labeled fibers also showed terminal-like
specializations, such as varicosities (Figure 3.40B). In caudal HD, PHA-L immunoreactive fibers were
found within cvHD (Figure 3.40C). However, few to no labeled fibers were found in cdHD.

Figure 3.38: A camera lucida drawing shows the location of an iontophoretic injection of PHA-L into a
ventral region of caudal HD (case TOR-89R). The injection site is indicated by the dark grey shaded area
while additional spread of the tracer is indicated by light grey shading. Scale bar equals 1 mm.
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Figure 3.39: Camera lucida drawings of rostral (A 12.50) and caudal (A 10.00) HD provide a schematic
illustration of the locations of PHA-L immunoreactive fibers found in HD following an iontophoretic
injection of PHA-L into a ventral region of caudal HD (case TOR-89R). Scale bars equal 1 mm.
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Figure 3.40: Microphotographs of PHA-L immunoreactive fibers in rostral HD (A and B) and caudal HD
(C and D) following an iontophoretic injection of the anterograde tracer into a ventral region of caudal
HD (case TOR-89R). Boxes indicate the location of higher magnification photos. Anterogradely labeled
fibers and varicosities were found throughout rostral HD (B). In caudal HD, labeled fibers were mostly
found in the caudal-ventral HD (D). Scale bars equal 500 µm (A and C) and 250 µm (B and D).
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Anterograde Tracer Injected into cvHD: Case TOR-97L
An injection site of the anterograde tracer, PHA-L, was centered in cvHD (Figure 3.41). Some
leakage occurred over LFS into MFV, as well as a small region in IHA/HA along the injection track.
Within rostral HD (Figure 3.42), PHA-L immunoreactive fibers with terminal-like specialties were
observed in rdHD while few labeled fibers were found in rvHD (Figure 3.44A). This connection pattern
was observed throughout the rostral third of HD. In caudal HD (Figure 3.43), PHA-L immunoreactive
fibers were found anterior (Figure 3.44B) and posterior (Figures 3.44C and D) to the injection site. In
sections closest to the injection site, labeled fibers appeared to course either dorsally along LFS or
medially into cvHD. Labeled fibers were observed throughout the extent of cvHD whereas very few
PHAL-positive fibers were seen in cdHD (Figure 3.44D). Of note, labeled fibers were also found in HA,
APH and ventral to LFS within mesopallium (Figure 3.44C).

Figure 3.41: A camera lucida drawing shows the location of an iontophoretic injection of PHA-L into a
ventral region of caudal HD (case TOR-97L). The injection site is indicated by the dark grey shaded area
while additional spread of the tracer is indicated by light grey shading. Scale bar equals 1 mm.
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Figure 3.42: Schematic drawings of rostral HD show the distribution of PHA-L immunoreactive fibers
(indicated by diagonal lines) following an iontophoretic injection into a ventral region of caudal HD (case
TOR-97L). Scale bars equal 1 mm.
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Figure 3.43: Schematic drawings of caudal HD show the distribution of PHA-L immunoreactive fibers
(indicated by diagonal lines) following an iontophoretic injection into a ventral region of caudal HD (case
TOR-97L). Scale bars equal 1 mm.
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Figure 3.44: Microphotographs of PHA-L immunoreactive fibers in rostral (A) and caudal HD (B-D)
following an iontophoretic injection of the anterograde tracer into a ventral region of caudal HD. Sections
closest to the injection site (C) show some leakage into dorsomedial intermediate mesopallium (case
TOR-97L). Scale bars equal 500 µm.
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Retrograde Tracer Injection into cvHD: Case PG-269R
An injection of the retrograde tracer, CTb, was centered over cvHD, with some leakage into
cdHD as well as over LFS into mesopallium (Figure 3.45). Retrogradely labeled cell bodies were
observed in rdHD and rvHD (Figure 3.46) in the rostral most regions, where the olfactory bulb could still
be seen (Figure 3.48A). In rostral sections closer to the injection site, the CTb-labeled cell bodies were
more numerous in the rdHD (Figures 3.48B and C). In caudal HD (Figure 3.47), posterior to the injection
site, CTb-labeled cell bodies were predominantly found in rvHD (Figure 3.48D). Numerous retrogradely
labeled cell bodies were observed in both hemispheres of APH, CDL, and somatic nuclei, OPT, of the
thalamus. In the ipsilateral hemisphere, CTb-labeled cell bodies were observed in HA, HI, and limbic
nucleus, DMA, of the thalamus. A few retrogradely labeled cells were seen in the hypothalamus as well.

Figure 3.45: A camera lucida drawing shows the location of an iontophoretic injection of CTb into a
ventral region of caudal HD (case PG-269R). The injection site is indicated by the dark grey shaded area,
while additional spread of the tracer into the dorsal region of HD and medial regions of mesopallium are
indicated by light grey shading. Scale bar equals 1 mm.
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Figure 3.46: Schematic drawings of rostral HD indicate locations of retrogradely labeled cell bodies
(indicated by black dots) found in rostral HD, HA, HI, mesopallium and nidopallium following an
injection of CTb into caudal HD (case PG-269R). Scale bars equal 1 mm.
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Figure 3.47: Schematic drawings of caudal HD illustrate locations of retrogradely labeled cell bodies
(black dots) found in caudal HD, HA, HI and mesopallium following an injection of CTb into cvHD (case
PG-269R). Scale bars equal 1 mm.
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Figure 3.48: Microphotographs of retrogradely labeled cell bodies found in rostral (A-C) and caudal (D)
HD following a CTb injection into caudal HD (case PG-269R). Scale bars equal 500 µm.
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Anterograde Tracer Injection into Somatic Dorsal Thalamus: PG-270L
An injection site of the anterograde tracer, BDA 10K MW, was centered on a somatic thalamic
nucleus, DLL (Figure 3.49). Some leakage into nucleus rotundus was observed in an adjacent section
approximately 200 μm posterior to the injection site shown below. Anterogradely labeled fibers were
observed in IHA of the rostral visual Wulst at approximately A 12.00 (Figures 3.50 and 3.51A). One
BDA-labeled fiber was observed in cdHD at approximately A 11.00 (Figures 3.50 and 3.51B).
Anterogradely labeled fibers were also observed in the lateral septum across multiple sections
(approximately A 10.00 - A 8.50). The entopallium showed numerous BDA-labeled fibers (Figure 3.51C)
which may have been the result of leakage into nucleus rotundus (Figure 3.51D).

Figure 3.49: A camera lucida drawing of case PG-270L showing the injection site (dark grey shaded area) of BDA
into somatic thalamic nucleus, DLL. Additional spread of the tracer is indicated by light grey shading.
Abbreviations: AD, arcopallium dorsale; AI, arcopallium intermedium; AL, ansa lenticularis; CO, chiasma opticum;
FPL, fasciculus prosencephali lateralis; GLv, nucleus genticulatus lateralis, pars ventralis; LHy, nucleus lateralis
hypothalami; MC, mesopallium caudale; NCC, nidopallium caudalis centralis; OM, tractus occipitomesencephalicus; QF, tractus quintofrontalis; RSd, nucleus reticularis superior, pars dorsalis; Rt, nucleus rotundus;
SMe, stria medullaris; TrO, tractus opticus; TSM, tractus septomesencephalicus. Scale bar equals 1mm.
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Figure 3.50: Schematic drawings of case PG-270L showing the regions of anterogradely labeled fibers
and varicosities in IHA (indicated by diagonal lines) and cdHD (indicated by red lines following an
injection of BDA into somatic thalamic nucleus, DLL. Scale bars equal 1 mm.
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Figure 3.51: Microphotographs of anterograde projections of case PG-270L following an injection of
BDA into a somatic thalamic nucleus, DLL. BDA-labeled fibers were found in IHA of the Wulst (A). The
arrow indicates a BDA-positive fiber found in cdHD (B); photo corresponds to boxed region in Figure
3.51. Labeled fibers were also found in entopallium (C). Some of the tracer chemical spread into nucleus
rotundus (D), which may have resulted in BDA-positive fibers in entopallium. Scale bars equal 250 µm.
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Anterograde Tracer Injection into Limbic Dorsal Thalamus: PG-269L
An injection site of the anterograde tracer, BDA 10K MW, was centered on a limbic thalamic
nucleus, DMA (Figure 3.52). Anterogradely labeled fibers were observed in the medial striatum and
appeared to course dorsally into medial regions of nidopallium (NFM), mesopallium, and rvHD (Figures
3.53 and 3.56). No labeled fibers were found in rdHD. In caudal sections, anterogradely labeled fibers
were observed in medial regions of nidopallium, but no labeled fibers were found in either cdHD or
cvHD. Additionally, BDA-labeled cell bodies and fibers were observed in posterior regions of the
thalamus including DLM, nucleus pars dorsalis of the reticularis superior (RSd), and nucleus
dorsomedialis posterior thalami (DMP) (Figures 3.54 and 3.55).

Figure 3.52: A camera lucida drawing of case PG-269L showing the injection site (dark grey shaded
area) of BDA into a limbic thalamic nucleus, DMA. The area of additional spread of the tracer is
indicated by light grey shading. Scale bar equals 1mm.
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Figure 3.53: Schematic drawings of case PG 269L showing the regions of anterogradely labeled fibers
(indicated by diagonal lines) in HD following an injection of BDA into a limbic thalamic nucleus, DMA.
Scale bars equal 1 mm.
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Figure 3.54: Schematic drawings of case PG 269L showing the regions of anterogradely labeled fibers (indicated by
diagonal lines) in the anterior thalamus following an injection of BDA into a limbic thalamic nucleus, DMA.
Abbreviations: HM, nucleus habenularis medialis; NSTM, nucleus tractus septomesencephalicus; T, nucleus
triangularis; TeO, tectum opticum; TIO, tractus isthmo-opticus. Scale bars equal 1 mm.
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Figure 3.55: Schematic drawings of case PG 269L showing the regions of anterogradely labeled fibers (indicated by diagonal
lines) in the posterior thalamus following an injection of BDA into a limbic thalamic nucleus, DMA. Abbreviations: DLP,
nucleus dorsolateralis posterior thalami; DMP, nucleus dorsomedialis posterior thalami; ML, nucleus mamillaris lateralis; Ov,
nucleus ovoidalis; PT, nucleus pretectalis; SP, nucleus subpretectalis; SRt, nucleus subrotundus. Scale bars equal 1 mm.
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Figure 3.56: Microphotographs of anterogradely labeled fibers in rostral HD (A and B), medial striatum,
nidopallium (C), and IMM (D) following an injection of BDA into a limbic thalamic nucleus, DMA (case
PG 269L). Scale bars equal 500 µm (A and C) and 250 µm (B and D).
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Retrograde Tracer Injection into Somatic Dorsal Thalamus: PG-48R
An injection of the retrograde tracer, CTb, was centered over somatic nuclei of the thalamus, OPT
(Figure 3.57). In rostral HD (Figure 3.58) retrogradely labeled cell bodies were visible throughout both
rdHD and rvHD (Figures 3.61A and B). A few labeled cell bodies could be seen in rdHD at
approximately A 12.00 (Figure 3.61C), whereas no labeled cell bodies were found in caudal HD.
Numerous CTb-positive cell bodies were also observed in HA, whereas few were found in NFL and HL.
Although, CTb is predominantly used as a retrograde tracer, CTb-positive fibers were observed
throughout rdHD and rvHD following a similar pattern to the distribution of CTb-labeled cell bodies in
rostral HD (Figure 3.59; Figures 3.61A and B). CTb-labeled fibers were also observed in cdHD, cvHD,
and HL (Figure 3.60). Of note, in caudal sections of HD, the brain region between LFM and HA showed
no CTb-immunoreactivity (Figure 3.60, A 10.00 and Figure 3.61D).

Figure 3.57: A camera lucida drawing of a CTb injection into the somatic nuclei of thalamus, OPT (case PG-48R).
The injection site is indicated by dark grey shading while the area of additional spread of the tracer is indicated by
light grey shading. Abbreviation: LPS, lamina pallio-subpallialis. Scale bar equals 1 mm.
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Figure 3.58: Schematic drawings of case PG-48R showing retrogradely labeled cell bodies (indicated by
black dots) found in rostral HD following an injection of CTb into the somatic nuclei (OPT) of thalamus.
Scale bars equal 1 mm.
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Figure 3.59: Schematic drawings of case PG-48R showing anterogradely labeled fibers (indicated by
diagonal lines) found in rostral HD following an injection of CTb into the somatic nuclei (OPT) of
thalamus. Scale bars equal 1 mm.
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Figure 3.60: Schematic drawings of case PG-48R showing anterogradely labeled fibers (indicated by
diagonal lines) found in rostral (A 12.00) and caudal (A 10.00) sections of HD following an injection of
CTb into somatic nuclei (OPT) of thalamus. Of note, retrogradely labeled cell bodies found in rdHD and
HA were excluded from this figure. Scale bars equal 1 mm.
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Figure 3.61: Microphotographs of rostral (A-C) and caudal HD (D) show CTb-immunoreactivity
following an injection into the somatic nuclei of thalamus, OPT (case PG-48R). Retrogradely labeled cell
bodies were numerous in rostral HD (A). A higher magnification photo (B) shows anterogradely labeled
fibers and retrogradely labeled cells bodies visible in rostral HD. Few to no CTb-labeled cell bodies were
found posterior to A 12.00 (C). However, CTb-immunoreactive fibers were visible throughout the rostrocaudal extent of HD, until TSM appeared medial to the lateral ventricle (D). Scale bars equal 500 µm.
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Summary of Tract-Tracing Experiments
The analysis of nine tract-tracing experiments revealed two main findings: 1) patterns of
connectivity between HD subdivisions and 2) further evidence of functionally distinct connections
between HD subdivisions and dorsal thalamus. Specifically, two dorsal regions (rdHD and cdHD) had
reciprocal connections while two ventral regions (rvHD and cvHD) showed reciprocal connections as
well. The results also showed that the somatic dorsal thalamus had connections with rdHD while the
limbic thalamus had major connections with rvHD. These results suggest that subdivisions defined in
Aim 1 have distinct connection patterns to each other as well as other forebrain regions.

Aim 3: Analysis of an Immediate Early Gene (EGR-1) in HD Subdivisions
To identify the behavioral implications of HD subdivisions, the expression of the immediate early
gene EGR-1 was detected using immunohistochemical methods and quantitatively analyzed in 10 cases.
EGR-1 immunoreactive cells were found throughout HD in pigeons exposed to a live conspecific (n=5)
and pigeons exposed to an empty chamber (n=5). Each of the four HD subdivisions was statistically
analyzed based on the average of three measured regions within each subdivision (e.g., rdHD included the
dorsal regions of A 14.00, A 13.00, & A 12.00). To determine if the number of EGR-1 labeled neurons
varied between stimulus conditions and HD subdivisions, a 2 x 4 factorial ANOVA was conducted. The
between subjects variable was stimulus condition (Live, Empty). The within subjects variable was HD
subdivision (rdHD, rvHD, cdHD, cvHD). Subsequent tests were also conducted per subdivision. Of note,
non-parametric statistics were conducted due to the small sample size per condition. These results were
also listed when necessary. An alpha level of .05 was used for all statistical tests.
A 2 x 4 factorial ANOVA revealed a main effect for HD subdivision F(3, 24) = 13.17, p < .001.
There was not a significant effect for stimulus F(1,8) = 0.74, p = 0.414. The Stimulus x Subdivision
interaction was not significant, F(3,24) 2.472, p = .086. Subsequent analyses were conducted to identify
specific differences in HD subdivisions.
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EGR-1 Immunoreactivity in rvHD
An analysis of simple effects showed that the subdivision effect was significant for rvHD, F(1,8)
= 8.63, p = .019. The mean number of EGR-1 positive cells in rvHD was significantly higher in cases
where the subject was exposed to a live conspecific (M = 119.27, SD = 16.00) compared to subjects
exposed to an empty chamber (M = 92.20, SD = 13.01). Figure 3.64 shows the mean number of EGR-1
labeled cells in rvHD for each individual case and the group median for each stimulus condition (A). Of
note, a non-parametric Mann-Whitney test was also conducted, yielding similar results (U = 2.00, p =
0.028, r = 0.69).

EGR-1 Immunoreactivity in rvHD

Figure 3.62: EGR-1 immunoreactive cells in rvHD are presented as a group median (red lines) for each
stimulus condition (A). Individual cases of each condition are represented by dots (Live: grey dots;
Empty: white dots). Microphotographs represent the distribution of EGR-1 positive cells in a measured
region of rvHD for the (B and B’) and Empty (C and C’) conditions. Scale bars equal 1 mm (B and C)
and 250μm (B’ and C’).
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EGR-1 Immunoreactivity in rdHD
An analysis of simple effects showed that the subdivision effect was not significant for rdHD,
F(1,8) = 1.61, p = .240. The mean number of EGR-1 labeled cells in rdHD was slightly higher in subjects
exposed to a live conspecific (M = 89.80, SD = 26.14) versus an empty chamber (M = 71.13, SD = 20.07),
but the group differences were not statistically significant. Figure 3.65 shows the mean number of EGR-1
labeled cells in rdHD for each individual case and the group median for each stimulus condition (A). Of
note, a non-parametric Mann-Whitney test was also conducted, yielding similar results (U = 7.00, p =
0.251, r = 0.36).

EGR-1 Immunoreactivity in rdHD

Figure 3.63: EGR-1 immunoreactive cells in rdHD are presented as a group median (red lines) for each
stimulus condition. Individual cases of each condition are represented by dots (Live: grey dots; Empty:
white dots). Microphotographs represent the distribution of EGR-1 positive cells in a measured region of
rdHD for the Live (B and B’) and Empty (C and C’) conditions. Scale bars equal 1 mm (B and C) and
250μm (B’ and C’).
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EGR-1 Immunoreactivity in cdHD
Analyses of simple effects showed that the subdivision effect was not significant for cdHD,
F(1,8) = 0.01, p = .994. The mean number of EGR-1 labeled cells in cdHD was not significantly different
between subjects exposed to a live conspecific (M = 64.67, SD = 12.73) and subjects exposed to an empty
chamber (M = 64.00, SD = 16.48). Figure 3.66 shows the mean number of EGR-1 labeled cells in cdHD
for each individual case and the group median for each stimulus condition (A). Of note, a non-parametric
Mann-Whitney test was also conducted, yielding similar results (U = 12.00, p = 0.917, r = 0.03).

EGR-1 Immunoreactivity in cdHD

Figure 3.64: EGR-1 immunoreactive cells in cdHD are presented as a group median (red lines) for each
stimulus condition. Individual cases of each condition are represented by dots (Live: grey dots; Empty:
white dots). Microphotographs represent the distribution of EGR-1 positive cells in a measured region of
cdHD for the (B and B’) and Empty (C and C’) conditions. Scale bars equal 1 mm (B and C) and 250μm
(B’ and C’).
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EGR-1 Immunoreactivity in cvHD
Analyses of simple effects showed that the subdivision effect was not significant for cvHD,
F(1,8) = 0.05, p = .822. The average EGR-1 expression was slightly higher in the Empty (M = 92.53, SD
= 23.92) compared to Live (M = 87.53, SD = 41.70) stimulus condition, but not statistically significant.
Figure 3.67 shows the mean number of EGR-1 labeled cells in cvHD for each individual case and the
group median for each stimulus condition (A). Of note, a non-parametric Mann-Whitney test was also
conducted, yielding similar results (U = 12.00, p = 0.917, r = 0.03).

EGR-1 Immunoreactivity in cvHD

Figure 3.65: EGR-1 immunoreactive cells in cvHD are presented as a group median (red lines) for each
stimulus condition. Individual cases of each condition are represented by dots (Live: grey dots; Empty:
white dots). Microphotographs represent the distribution of EGR-1 positive cells in a measured region of
cvHD for the (B and B’) and Empty (C and C’) conditions. Scale bars equal 1 mm (B and C) and 250μm
(B’ and C’).
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EGR-1 Immunoreactivity in HD Subdivisions
*

Figure 3.66: This figure shows the mean number of EGR-1 labeled cells in HD subdivisions for the Live
(n=5) and Empty (n=5) stimulus conditions. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. * p < .05.

Prior to this study, very little immediate early gene data of HD (in pigeons) had been reported.
The current findings showed that only rvHD had significantly higher EGR-1 expression in pigeons that
were exposed to a live stimulus compared to pigeons exposed to an empty chamber (Figure 3.66). To
explore individual differences in EGR-1 expression, a one-way ANOVA was conducted for each case. In
four out of the 10 cases, the results showed significant differences across these four subdivisions. In all
individual cases the ventral regions measured in HD had more EGR-1 labeled neurons than the dorsal
regions. In eight out of the 10 cases, rvHD showed the highest levels of EGR-1 expression compared to
the other subdivisions. Further, only three out of 10 cases showed a significant difference between rostral
and caudal regions measured in HD. Results of these individual analyses as well as the raw data are
shown below.
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Individual Data for Pigeons Exposed to a Live Conspecific (n=5)

For case PG-184L, the number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells per measured section is shown
below (Figure 3.67). The mean number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells was not significantly different in
rostral HD (M = 103.2, SD = 20.14) compared to caudal HD (M = 97.8, SD = 28.34), t(10) = -0.38, p =
0.357. The mean number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells was significantly higher in ventral regions of
HD (M = 82.0, SD = 11.80) than that found in dorsal regions of HD (M = 119.0, SD = 16.30), t(10) = 4.51, p = 0.001. Additionally, four subdivisions of HD were compared: 1) rdHD (M = 88.0, SD = 1.73);
2) rvHD (M = 118.3, SD = 17.93); 3) cdHD (M = 76.0, SD=15.39); 4) cvHD (M = 119.7, SD = 18.48). For
this case, the result of a one-way ANOVA supported a statistically significant difference across these four
subdivisions at, F(3, 8) = 6.39, p = 0.016.

Figure 3.67: Graph shows EGR-1 expression in 12 measured regions of HD (case PG-184L). Each bar
represents one measured section in either the dorsal (blue) or ventral (orange) region of three rostral (A
14.00, A 13.00 and A 12.00) and three caudal (A 11.00, A 10.00 and A 9.00) sections in HD.
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For case PG-186R, the number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells per measured section is shown
below (Figure 3.68). The mean number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells in rostral sections of HD (M =
126.8, SD = 23.46) was significantly higher than the mean density in caudal HD (M = 77.8, SD = 27.48),
t(10) = -3.32, p = 0.004. The mean number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells was slightly higher in ventral
regions of HD (M = 109.7, SD = 37.19) than that found in dorsal regions of HD (M = 95.0, SD = 35.12).
However, this overall comparison was not statistically significant, t(10) = -0.70, p = 0.249. Additionally,
four subdivisions of HD were compared: 1) rdHD (M = 119.3, SD = 23.12); 2) rvHD (M = 134.3, SD =
25.93); 3) cdHD (M = 70.7, SD = 27.79); 4) cvHD (M = 85.0, SD = 31.00). For this case, the result of a
one-way ANOVA was not statistically significant, F(3,8) = 3.56, p = 0.067.

Figure 3.68: Graph shows EGR-1 expression in 12 measured regions of HD (case PG-186R). Each bar
represents one measured section in either the dorsal (blue) or ventral (orange) region of three rostral (A
14.00, A 13.00 and A 12.00) and three caudal (A 11.00, A 10.00 and A 9.00) sections in HD.
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For case PG-232R, the number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells per measured section is shown
below (Figure 3.69). The mean number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells in rostral sections of HD (M =
90.7, SD = 23.43) was significantly higher than the mean density in caudal HD (M = 37.8, SD = 9.77),
t(10) = -5.10, p < 0.001. The mean number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells in ventral regions of HD was
slightly higher (M = 68.8, SD = 44.45) than that found in dorsal regions of HD (M = 59.7, SD = 17.12).
However, this overall comparison was not statistically significant, t(10) = -0.47, p = 0.324. For this case,
a one-way ANOVA supported a statistically significant difference across four subdivisions of HD, F(3,8)
= 19.327, p < 0.001. Subsequent analyses for this case revealed there were more EGR-1 labeled cells in
rvHD (M = 106.7, SD = 24.42) than in rdHD (M = 74.7, SD = 2.89), t(4) = -2.25, p = 0.044. Conversely,
the number of EGR-1 labeled cells in cdHD (M = 44.7, SD = 7.02) was significantly higher than that
found in cvHD (M = 31.0, SD = 7.00), t(4) = -2.39, p = 0.038.

Figure 3.69: Graph shows EGR-1 expression in 12 measured regions of HD (case PG-232R). Each bar
represents one measured section in either the dorsal (blue) or ventral (orange) region of three rostral (A
14.00, A 13.00 and A 12.00) and three caudal (A 11.00, A 10.00 and A 9.00) sections in HD.
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For case PG-267R, the number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells per measured section is shown
below (Figure 3.70). The mean number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells in rostral sections of HD (M =
78.2, SD = 35.41) was not significantly different than the mean density in caudal HD (M = 63.2, SD =
2.06), t(10) = -1.00, p = .172. The mean number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells in ventral regions of HD
was significantly higher (M = 83.7 SD = 29.90) than that found in dorsal regions of HD (M = 57.5, SD =
10.71), t(10) = -2.01, p = 0.036. Additionally, four subdivisions of HD were compared: rdHD (M = 55.7,
SD = 15.95); 2) rvHD (M = 100.7, SD = 36.91); 3) cdHD (M = 59.7, SD = 4.51); 4) cvHD (M = 66.7, SD
= 2.52). For this case, the result of a one-way ANOVA was not statistically significant, F(3,8) = 3.07, p =
0.090.

Figure 3.70: Graph shows EGR-1 expression in 12 measured regions of HD (case PG-267R). Each bar
represents one measured section in either the dorsal (blue) or ventral (orange) region of three rostral (A
14.00, A 13.00 and A 12.00) and three caudal (A 11.00, A 10.00 and A 9.00) sections in HD.
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For case PG-270L, the number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells per measured section is shown
below (Figure 3.71). There were no significant differences between the mean number of EGR-1
immunoreactive cells in rostral (M = 123.8, SD = 14.11) compared to caudal HD (M = 103.8, SD =
37.29), t(10) = -1.23, p = .124. The mean number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells in ventral regions of
HD (M = 135.8 SD = 11.63) was significantly higher than that found in dorsal regions of HD (M = 91.8,
SD = 23.08), t(10) = -4.17, p = 0.001. Additionally, four subdivisions of HD were compared: rdHD (M =
111.3, SD = 4.51); 2) rvHD (M = 136.3, SD = 2.89); 3) cdHD (M = 72.3, SD = 13.05); 4) cvHD (M =
135.3, SD = 18.15). For this case, the result of a one-way ANOVA supported a statistically significant
difference across four subdivisions of HD, F(3,8) = 20.49, p < .001.

Figure 3.71: Graph shows EGR-1 expression in 12 measured regions of HD (case PG-270L). Each bar
represents one measured section in either the dorsal (blue) or ventral (orange) region of three rostral (A
14.00, A 13.00 and A 12.00) and three caudal (A 11.00, A 10.00 and A 9.00) sections in HD.
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Individual Data for Pigeons Exposed to an Empty Chamber (n=5)

For case PG-189L, the number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells per measured section is shown
below (Figure 3.72). There were no significant differences between the mean number of EGR-1
immunoreactive cells in rostral (M = 59.5, SD = 19.69) compared to caudal (M = 63.2, SD = 15.26)
sections of HD, t(8) = -0.33, p=0.374. The mean number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells in ventral
regions (M = 73.6, SD = 7.27) was significantly higher than that found in dorsal regions of HD (M = 49.8,
SD = 13.54), t(8) = -3.26, p = 0.004. Additionally, four subdivisions of HD were compared: rdHD (M =
44.0, SD = 14.14); 2) rvHD (M = 75.0, SD = 1.41); 3) cdHD (M = 53.7, SD = 14.50); 4) cvHD (M =72.7,
SD = 10.07). The result of a one-way ANOVA did not support a statistically significant difference in
EGR-1 expression, F(3,6)=3.72, p=0.080. Of note, a section to represent A 14.00 was not available for
this pigeon case.

Figure 3.72: Graph shows EGR-1 expression in 12 measured regions of HD (case PG-189L). Each bar
represents one measured section in either the dorsal (blue) or ventral (orange) region of three rostral (A
14.00, A 13.00 and A 12.00) and three caudal (A 11.00, A 10.00 and A 9.00) sections in HD.
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For case PG-207L, the number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells per measured section is shown
below (Figure 3.73). There were significant differences between the mean number of EGR-1
immunoreactive cells in rostral HD (M = 77.2, SD = 20.03) compared to caudal HD (M = 53.7, SD =
20.01), t(10) = -2.03, p = 0.035. The mean number of cells in ventral HD (M = 78.5, SD = 21.58) was also
significantly higher than that found in dorsal HD (M = 52.3, SD=16.010), t(10) = -2.39 p = 0.019.
Additionally, four subdivisions of HD were compared: rdHD (M = 62.3, SD = 14.01); 2) rvHD (M = 92.0,
SD = 12.12); 3) cdHD (M = 42.3, SD = 12.01); 4) cvHD (M = 65.0, SD = 21.70). For this case, a one-way
ANOVA supported a statistically significant difference across four subdivisions of HD, F(3,8) = 5.21, p =
0.027. Subsequent analyses for this case revealed there were more EGR-1 labeled cells in rvHD than
rdHD, t(4) = -2.77, p = 0.025, whereas the difference between cdHD and cvHD was not statistically
significant, t(4) = -1.58, p = 0.094.

Figure 3.73: Graph shows EGR-1 expression in 12 measured regions of HD (case PG-207L). Each bar
represents one measured section in either the dorsal (blue) or ventral (orange) region of three rostral (A
14.00, A 13.00 and A 12.00) and three caudal (A 11.00, A 10.00 and A 9.00) sections in HD.
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For case PG-210R, the number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells per measured section is shown
below (Figure 3.74). The mean number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells was not significantly different in
rostral HD (M = 78.3, SD = 17.19) compared to caudal HD (M = 88.3, SD = 30.98), t(10) = -0.69, p =
0.253. The mean number of EGR-1 labeled cells was slightly higher in ventral regions of HD (M = 94.0,
SD = 31.11) than in dorsal regions of HD (M = 72.7, SD = 8.62). However, this difference was not
statistically significant, t(10) = -1.62, p=0.068. The result of a one-way ANOVA did not indicate a
significant differences across the four subdivisions, rdHD (M=70.3, SD=10.60), rvHD (M=86.3,
SD=20.84), cdHD (M=75.0, SD=7.55), and cvHD (M=101.7, SD=42.52), F(3,8) = 0.97, p = 0.454. Of
note, sections to represent A 14.00 were not available. Thus, sections representing A 13.50, A 12.75 and
A 12.00 were selected for rostral HD.

Figure 3.74: Graph shows EGR-1 expression in 12 measured regions of HD (case PG-210R). Each bar
represents one measured section in either the dorsal (blue) or ventral (orange) region of three rostral (A
14.00, A 13.00 and A 12.00) and three caudal (A 11.00, A 10.00 and A 9.00) sections in HD.
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For case PG-211R, the number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells per measured section is shown
below (Figure 3.75). The mean number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells was not significantly different in
rostral HD (M = 97.5, SD = 19.69) compared to caudal HD (M = 94.8, SD = 39.22), t(10) = -0.15, p =
0.442. The mean number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells was significantly higher in ventral regions of
HD (M = 111.0, SD = 25.05) compared to dorsal regions of HD (M = 81.3, SD = 27.83), t(10) = -1.94, p =
0.041. The result of a one-way ANOVA did not indicate a significant differences across the four
subdivisions, F(3,8) = 3.17, p = 0.085. Additional analyses revealed the mean number of EGR-1
immunoreactive cells in cvHD (M = 124.3, SD = 29.14) was significantly higher than in cdHD (M = 65.3,
SD = 19.66), t(4) = -2.91, p = 0.022. Conversely, rvHD (M = 97.7, SD = 13.65) and rdHD (M = 97.3, SD
= 27.97) showed no significant differences, t(4) = -0.02, p = 0.493.

Figure 3.75: Graph shows EGR-1 expression in 12 measured regions of HD (case PG-211R). Each bar
represents one measured section in either the dorsal (blue) or ventral (orange) region of three rostral (A
14.00, A 13.00 and A 12.00) and three caudal (A 11.00, A 10.00 and A 9.00) sections in HD.
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For case PG-231L, the number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells per measured section is shown
below (Figure 3.76). The mean number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells was not significantly different in
rostral HD (M = 95.8, SD = 19.97) compared to caudal HD (M = 91.3, SD = 30.92), t(10) = -0.30, p =
0.385. The mean number of EGR-1 immunoreactive cells was slightly higher in ventral regions of HD (M
= 104.5, SD = 23.42) than in dorsal regions of HD (M = 82.7, SD = 23.09). However, this difference was
not statistically significant, t(10) = -1.63, p = 0.067. Additionally, four subdivisions of HD were
compared: 1) rdHD (M = 81.73, SD = 18.77); 2) rvHD (M = 110.0, SD = 6.56); 3) cdHD (M = 83.7, SD =
31.26); 4) cvHD (M = 99.0, SD = 35.17). The result of a one-way ANOVA showed no significant
differences across the four subdivisions, F(3,8) = 0.83, p = 0.515.

Figure 3.76: Graph shows EGR-1 expression in 12 measured regions of HD (case PG-231L). Each bar
represents one measured section in either the dorsal (blue) or ventral (orange) region of three rostral (A
14.00, A 13.00 and A 12.00) and three caudal (A 11.00, A 10.00 and A 9.00) sections in HD.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
DISCUSSION

The HD was assumed to be a homogeneous unitary entity without detailed analyses. The present
study showed this assumption was not true. Based on the analysis of Nissl stained tissues as well as SP
distribution, four subdivisions were identified in HD: rdHD, cdHD, rvHD, and cvHD. Published and new
tract-tracing experiments revealed overall differences in connection patterns among these four
subdivisions. In terms of behavioral implication, only one subdivision, rvHD, had significantly more
EGR-1 immunoreactive neurons in the Live conspecific stimulus condition compared to the Empty
chamber condition. These results suggest that HD should be regarded as a heterogeneous structure in
terms of cytoarchitecture, hodology (connection), and behavioral implication (EGR-1 immunoreactivity).
The results further provide an important insight on the evolution of the avian forebrain, the cerebrum in
particular.

Different Characteristics of Four Subdivisions
Prior to this investigation, previous researchers have tended to emphasize HD’s connections to
somatic regions, rather than limbic areas. The present study revealed that the estimates were oversimplified and misleading. HD actually has widespread connections with the limbic system, including the
dorsal thalamus and hypothalamus (Figure 4.1). In general, the results showed that the dorsal regions of
HD (rdHD and cdHD) are closely related to somatic structures (e.g., visual) through connections with
sensory thalamic nuclei (OPT) and telencephalic areas (the Wulst). The results also showed that the dorsal
regions send projections to limbic areas (e.g., hippocampus, CDL) as well, suggesting that they are
involved in networks linking sensory and limbic functions. The results further showed that the ventral
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regions of HD (rvHD and cvHD) have close associations with limbic structures. The rvHD in particular
has additional reciprocal connections with the olfactory bulb while cvHD does not. Furthermore, the
present study showed that there were internal connections within the two dorsal subdivisions as well as
the ventral subdivisions. However, direct connections between the dorsal and ventral portions were not
confirmed, suggesting a functional segregation between the dorsal and ventral portions of HD.

Figure 4.1: Schematic figure illustrates the connectional organization of the four subdivisions of HD.
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rdHD Subdivision
The rdHD appears to have fewer connections with other forebrain structures, compared to the rest
of HD. The rdHD receives visual information from the dorsal thalamus (Karten et al., 1973; present
study) and sends projections to HA (Shimizu et al., 1995; Krӧner & Güntürkün, 1999; present study). The
rdHD also has reciprocal connections with cdHD (present study). This close circuitry with the visual
system suggests that rdHD is involved in somatic information processing. However, it should also be
noted that rdHD has connections with the hypothalamus (Berk & Hawkin, 1985), olfactory tubercle
(Veenman et al., 1995) and hippocampus (present study).

cdHD Subdivision
The cdHD is the smallest subdivision of HD, characterized by having fewer cells than other
regions and low levels of EGR-1 immunoreactivity independent of stimulus exposure. In the most caudal
portion, cdHD disappears rostrally to cvHD. In terms of connections, cdHD receives multisensory
information from the visual thalamus (Karten et al., 1973; present study), the anterior visual Wulst
(Krӧner & Güntürkün, 1999; present study), olfactory system (CPP; Atoji & Wild, 2014), and the
hypothalamus (Berk & Hawkin, 1985; present study). The cdHD sends major projections to the
hippocampal formation (Atoji & Wild, 2004) and CDL (Atoji & Wild, 2005). These connections suggest
the possibility that multisensory input is converged in cdHD, which then sends output to the limbic
telencephalon, such as the hippocampus.

rvHD Subdivision
The rvHD appears to have a densely packed cellular organization. It has reciprocal connections
with both the olfactory system and other limbic structures, including the olfactory bulb, CPP (Atoji &
Wild, 2014), CPi (Bingman et al., 1994), medial striatum (Veenman et al., 1995), and nucleus accumbens
(Husband & Shimizu, 2011). It also receives projections from the hypothalamus (Berk & Hawkin, 1985)
and medial thalamus (Karten et al., 1973; present study). The present study also showed that rvHD has
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connections with cvHD. These connectional patterns suggest that rvHD is predominantly limbic in
function.
The present EGR-1 immunoreactivity results showed that rvHD had an increased activity in
pigeons that were exposed to a live conspecific compared to those exposed to the empty chamber. No
such changes were observed in the EGR-1 immunoreactivity in rdHD, cdHD, or cvHD. This might be due
to the fact rvHD is involved in limbic functions. In order to initiate changes in EGR-1 expression in HD,
the activation of limbic functions might be essential, rather than passive processing of sensory
information. Neither rdHD nor cdHD showed significant results because their main functions are somatic
in nature. However, no differences were observed in cvHD which is also closely associated with limbic
functions. It is possible that the close connections of rvHD with the olfactory system might play a role in
the EGR-1 activation. Since a live bird was used as a stimulus prior to the perfusion, olfactory signals
were available to the subject birds, in addition to visual and auditory signals. Although olfactory cues are
extensively studied in mammals and show its significance in mating behaviors, little is understood of this
in birds. It is likely that olfactory cues also play a significant role in the avian limbic brain and its
neuronal activation.

cvHD Subdivision
The cvHD contains tightly packed neurons compared to cdHD. Its major connections are also
with various limbic structures, but not with the olfactory system. These areas include projections from
limbic thalamus (Karten et al., 1973; present study) and hypothalamus (Berk & Hawkin, 1985; present
study), as well as reciprocal connections with the hippocampus (Atoji & Wild, 2004), nucleus accumbens
(based on figures in Husband & Shimizu, 2011), amygdala (Atoji et al., 2006), and CDL (Atoji & Wild,
2005; present study). The functional association of cvHD with the limbic system is consistent with the
data from the LAMP distribution (Yamamoto & Reiner, 2005).
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Connections with the Wulst and DVR
The present study showed that the Wulst (HA) has connections with specific regions of HD, the
dorsal portion of HD (i.e., rdHD and cdHD) in particular. The results are consistent with some previous
studies (Bischof et al., 2016; Butler et al., 2011; Karten et al., 1973; Shimizu et al., 1995), suggesting that
at least part of HD is closely associated with the Wulst. The ventral regions of HD receive projections
from ML and DMA, which also send projections to medial regions of DVR (nidopallium and
mesopallium). This suggests that the ventral HD and medial DVR may receive similar information from
the limbic thalamus and hypothalamus. Therefore, in contrast to the dorsal HD, the ventral portion may be
associated with DVR. It is possible that the dorsal and ventral portions of HD have different evolutionary
origins, in order to interpret the conflicting connection and gene expression data.

Limitations of Aim 1 Study
The borders between subdivisions were not clear due to gradual changes in cell density,
chemistry (based on published data and present analysis of SP), and connections. The described spatial
separation between ventral and dorsal subdivisions was observed only in some cases of Nissl stained
tissues and a few cases of EGR-1 immunoreactive tissues. Thus, these subdivisions do not appear to have
distinct segregations. We may be able to identify more than four subdivisions or differentiations if
different approaches are used. For example, according to the analysis of published data of Veenman and
colleagues (1994), it is possible that there is another subdivision between rdHD and rvHD, which
appeared to have a lower level of the benzodiazepine type GABA receptor in particular. More
subdivisions of HD may be detected using different neurochemical markers, such as GABA receptor
types, rather than those used in the present study (i.e., SP) which might have revealed less specific regions
of expression. Furthermore, the present study used immunohistochemical methods using antibodies made
for mammals. Antibodies made in pigeon (Atoji, 2011) or other bird species (e.g., chicken or finch)
would be useful to more specifically identify the neurochemistry of subdivisions in the avian brain.
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Limitations of Aim 2 Study
The present connection experiment was one of the first systematic tract-tracing studies targeting
HD subdivisions. As a result, injections tended to be large to reveal all possible connection sites. Based
on the present study which identified the presence of connections described above, much smaller and
selective injections will be valuable to identify further subdivisions in future connections studies. The
present study utilized both single- and double-labeling tract-tracing methods to visualize anterograde and
retrograde tracers, BDA and CTb respectively. However, more defined connections may be better
visualized using fluorescent tracers or dyes. Shorter survival times may also benefit the identification of
close connections between HD subdivisions. Furthermore, connection studies in other bird species (e.g.,
songbirds) targeting HD could possibly show species-specific connections that would not be found in the
pigeon brain.

Limitations of Aim 3 Study
The current EGR-1 study employed live conspecifics as salient, behaviorally-relevant stimuli in
order to detect even a slightest change in EGR-1 expression. The live animal stimulus in the study
provided many different cues including visual, auditory, and olfactory signals, as well as possible
interactions with subject birds. For future studies, presenting sensory modality-specific stimuli may be
informative in order to identify the effects of individual sensory signals on neuronal activity in HD
subdivisions. Since HD has such a strong connection with the olfactory system, the effects of olfactory
cues may be particularly of interest. Of note, sex and age differences in subject birds were not addressed
in the present study but may have contributed to the current findings. Thus, future EGR-1 studies may
also benefit from using both male and female subjects.

Functions of HD
To address the behavioral implications of HD’s subdivisions, lesion studies may show
impairments in specific behaviors. Pigeons are well known for their visual acuity and excellent
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navigational skills. Lesions of the thalamofugal pathway (including the Wulst and OPT) resulted in the
impaired performance of visual discrimination tasks (Hodos, Karten, & Bonbright, 1973). However, no
such experiment has been conducted focusing on HD. A selective chemical lesion experiment targeting
HD may show different behavioral impairments than those found in previous studies of the thalamofugal
visual pathway. Of note, studies featuring homing pigeons have focused on the olfactory system and
hippocampus prior to this investigation (Patzke et al., 2010; Shimizu et al., 2004). Due to the major
connections between HD and the olfactory system, as well as the hippocampal formation, the inclusion of
HD as a structure of interest in future spatial memory (navigation) experiments would further the
understanding of HD’s functional significance.
Understanding the function of HD (and its subdivisions) would help identify a comparable
structure (or structures) in mammals. One possibility is the perirhinal cortex, a structure situated between
the medial temporal lobe and the “ventral” visual pathway, which has connections to both sensory and
limbic systems (Murray & Wise, 2012). In rodents, the perirhinal cortex has connections with the
olfactory and auditory systems and then sends its projections to the hippocampal formation (Kealy &
Commins, 2011). In contrast, visual and somatosensory systems send projections to the perirhinal cortex
in primates (Suzuki & Amaral, 1994). In humans, the perirhinal cortex plays a role in the integration of
“complex” information including semantic features of visual cues, rather than basic categorization and
object recognition (Clarke, A., & Tyler, L. K. (2014). However, an alternative suggestion is that part of
HD is similar to the perirhinal cortex in mammals, and that part of HD is similar to the
claustrum/amygdaloid complex or other subcortical structures.
In conclusion, the present study revealed HD is heterogeneous in nature and has at least four
subdivisions, based on cytoarchitecture, connection patterns, and EGR-1 immunoreactivity. Although the
functional significance of HD was not clarified in this study, the differences that were found highlight the
importance of abandoning previous assumptions that HD was a unitary, homogeneous entity.
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APPENDIX A:
ANALYSIS OF PUBLISHED DATA: SCHEMATIC FIGURES

These figures show the data of published studies (see Methods section, Table 1) transposed onto a
standardized template. Regions of anterograde projections observed in HD were indicated by horizontal
and/or vertical lines. Retrogradely labeled cells were represented by white and/or grey dots. Grey shaded
areas denote injection sites. For some structures, data from more than one study or injection site were
represented in one figure. Thus, horizontal and vertical lines were used to denote each anterograde tracttracing study; the grey and white dots were used to denote separate retrograde studies.
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Figure A1: Schematic figures show the analysis of ascending projections to HD from the somatic dorsal thalamic
nuclei, OPT. Horizontal lines represent data from Karten, Hodos, Nauta, & Revzin (1973). Grey shaded areas
correspond to injection sites of retrograde tracers used to verify these ascending projections (~A 13.00, Miceli &
Repérant, 1985; ~A 11.00, Medina, Veenman, & Reiner, 1997). Scale bars equal 1mm.
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Figure A2: Schematic figures show the analysis of ascending projections to HD from the limbic dorsal thalamic
nucleus, DMA. Horizontal lines represent data from Karten et al. (1973). Grey shaded area corresponds to the
injection site of a retrograde tracer used to verify these ascending projections (Medina et al., 1997). Scale bars equal
1mm.
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Figure A3: Schematic figures show the analysis of anterogradely labeled fibers in HD following tracer injections
into ML of the hypothalamus. Horizontal lines represent data from Berk and Hawkin (1985). Scale bars equal 1mm.
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Figure A4: Schematic figures show the analysis of anterogradely labeled fibers in HD following tracer injections
into HA. Horizontal lines represent data from Shimizu, Cox, and Karten (1995). Vertical lines represent data from
Krӧner and Güntürkün (1999). Scale bars equal 1mm.
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Figure A5: Schematic figures show the analysis of retrogradely labeled cells in HD following tracer injections into
HA. White dots represent data from Shimizu et al. (1995). Grey dots represent data from Krӧner and Güntürkün
(1999). Scale bars equal 1mm.
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Figure A6: Schematic figures show the analysis of anterogradely labeled fibers in HD following tracer injections
into the dorsolateral hippocampal formation. Horizontal lines represent data from Atoji and Wild (2004).Vertical
lines represent data from Casini, Bingman, and Bagnoli (1986). Scale bars equal 1mm.
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Figure A7: Schematic figures show the analysis of retrogradely labeled cells in HD following tracer injections into
the dorsolateral hippocampal formation. White dots represent data from Atoji and Wild (2004). Grey dots represent
data from Casini et al. (1986). Scale bars equal 1mm.
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Figure A8: Schematic figures show the analysis of anterogradely labeled fibers in HD following tracer injections
into the dorsomedial hippocampal formation. Horizontal lines represent data from Atoji and Wild (2004). Vertical
lines represent data from Casini et al. (1986). Scale bars equal 1mm.
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Figure A9: Schematic figures show the analysis of retrogradely labeled cells in HD following tracer injections into
the dorsomedial hippocampal formation. White dots represent data from Atoji and Wild (2004). Grey dots represent
data from Casini et al. (1986). Scale bars equal 1mm.
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Figure A10: Schematic figures show the analysis of anterogradely labeled fibers in HD following tracer injections
into CDL. Horizontal lines represent projections from rostral CDL; vertical lines represent projections from caudal
CDL (Atoji & Wild, 2005). Scale bars equal 1mm.
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Figure A11: Schematic figures show the analysis of retrogradely labeled cells in HD following tracer injections into
CDL. Grey dots represent neurons that send projections to rostral CDL; white dots represent neurons that send
projections to caudal CDL (Atoji & Wild, 2005). Scale bars equal 1mm.
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Figure A12: Schematic figures show the analysis of anterogradely labeled fibers in HD following tracer injections
into PoAc of the amygdala. Horizontal lines represent data from Atoji, Saito, and Wild (2006). Scale bars equal
1mm.
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Figure A13: Schematic figures show the analysis of retrogradely labeled cells in HD following tracer injections into
PoAc of the amygdala. White dots represent data from Atoji et al. (2006). Scale bars equal 1mm.
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Figure A14: Schematic figures show the analysis of anterogradely labeled fibers in HD following tracer injections
into nucleus accumbens. Horizontal lines represent data from two studies (Husband, 2004; Husband & Shimizu,
2011). Scale bars equal 1mm.
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Figure A15: Schematic figures show the analysis of retrogradely labeled cells in HD following tracer injections into
nucleus accumbens. White dots represent data from two studies (Husband, 2004; Husband & Shimizu, 2011). Scale
bars equal 1mm.
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Figure A16: Schematic figures show the analysis of anterogradely labeled fibers in HD following tracer injections
into CPP. Horizontal lines represent data from Atoji and Wild (2014). Scale bars equal 1mm.
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Figure A17: Schematic figures show the analysis of retrogradely labeled cells in HD following tracer injections into
CPP. White dots represent data from Atoji and Wild (2014). Scale bars equal 1mm.
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Figure A18: Schematic figures show the analysis of anterogradely labeled fibers in HD following tracer injections
into CPi. Horizontal lines represent data from Bingman, Casini, Nocjar, and Jones (1994). Scale bars equal 1mm.
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Figure A19: Schematic figures show the analysis of retrogradely labeled cells in HD following tracer injections into
CPi. White dots represent data from Bingman et al. (1994). Grey dots represent data from Patzke, Manns, and
Güntürkün (2011). Neither study reported retrogradely labeled cells in caudal HD. Scale bars equal 1mm.
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APPENDIX B:
IACUC APPROVAL LETTERS

The following four pages include the approval letters of both IACUC protocols associated with
the subjects used in the current study. Additional unpublished data (brain tissues) were also analyzed in
lieu of employing additional animals during the present study.
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